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TO FORM A DRUM CORPS

P. T. A. Council

“Silent” Factor In the Parades

The Rockland Council of P.T.A.
will meet Wednesday night, at the
High School auditorium, with Pres
ident Lawrence Plummer leading
the business meeting.
Each of the cities' Parent Teach
er Associations will be represented
in the program which will be pre
sented by Council program chair
man. Mrs. Virginia Kunesh. Pupib
from the 4th and 5th grades will
represent tne Tyler P. T. A From
the McLain P T A.. Joan Scarlotti
will tap dance and Joan Hudson
will sing. South School P T. A
will present Sandra Harriman in a
toe dance, Victoria Anastasio will
read and Carolyn Snow will play
a piano solo. Raymond Pendleton
will represent the High School and
Junior High School P. T. A. in a
brief vocal concert accompanied by
Roger Dow
Please note that all P T. A. mem
bers are also council members and
are cordially invited to attend. Ten
members only of each P. T. A. are
official voters in the council.

A new drum corps is being formed
in Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post.
It will be a 28 piece corps comprised
of 12 drums and 16 bugles. There
will be a five-man color guard anu
majorette. Wilson Ames will be th?
drill sergeant Frank Young, one of
Rockland's well known musicians,
will be in charge of the bugles. He
will also give instructions to the be
ginners.
Meetings will be held on Sundays
for a while until a definite night
can be decided upon. The time will
be 2 p. m. Sundays
At these preliminary meetings,
the men will decide what time they
can get together for drills, various
ways of raising funds necessary to
buy the additional equipment which
will be needed.
Some of the Legionnaires who at
tended the State Convention this
year at Old Orchard Beach and

marched in the Knox County dele
gation, realized that their's was one
of the few that didn't have a mu
sical organization to lead it. Since
that time much has been said abou;
a corps, but now it is actually get
ting in shape With the help of tli?
members of the Post, the corps
hopes to be able to make an im
pressive appearance at the next
State Convention
It is requested that anyone hold,
ing equipment Irom previous drum
corps, please turn it in at the earl
iest possible time This equipment
is needed to determine what addi
tional equipment will be needed.
Three snare drummers, two bass
drummers, two cymbal players and
six buglers are needed to fill the
quota.
Anyone wishing to join the corps,
contact George "Jack' Wood or
Ralph Bud" Clark.

Boy Scout Campaign

Bird’s A Candidate

Knox District To Seek a
Budget Of $3200 For
the Coming Year
Dr. Blake Annis, finance chair
man of Knox Boy Scout District,
announces that $3200 will be raised
in Knox County to carry on the
Boy Scout Program in the year
1950 Rockland's share is $1500.
Chairmen of the campaign in
various communities of the county
include Dr. Luther F. Bickmore,
Rockland; Robert Laite. Camden:
Arnold McPheters, Rockport and
Douglas Brooks, Thomaston.
Funds raised will be used in 1950
to bring the greatly expanded
Scouting program to every boy in
the Pine Tree Council. The council
maintains personal service to the
Representative Frederic H. Bird
volunteer workers, provides training i of Rockland, who aspires to a seat
programs such as the recent "Coun. I in the Executive Council when
ty Fair,” as well as camping facil-' Knox County’s turn comes. As a
ities, central office records research! member of the last two legislatures
and general administration of the Mr. Bird has worked actively for
program.
his Rockland constituents and has
Age limits have been lowered this ' gained a statewide acquaintance
year to permit boys of 8 years to His business affairs have to do with
participate as Cub Scouts. Boys of I one of Eastern Maine's leading in
eleven may become Boy Scouts ana dustrial plants, the Medomak Can
the Explorer program starts at age ! ning Company. From youth he has
14
been strongly identified with the
city's civic and political welfare.

Hose carts drawn by hand

CHIROPRACTOR
427 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1684
OFFICE HOURS: 10.00-12.00 A. M.; 2.00-100 I’. M.

MONDAY and SATURDAY EVENINGS 6.00-8.00

•

102-103

My memory goes back to the days
when we had quite a different Fire
Department—two steam engines, a
l "hook and ladder," and hose carts
I drawn by hand. Fire engines were
■ hauled to the scene of the fire by a
j pair of spirited horses and the
' equines were undoubtedly proud of
j their task. Great columns of smoke

ARMISTICE BALL
THURSDAY, NOV. 10
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Music by Wayne Drinkwater’s Orchestra
SPECIAL DOOR PRIZE

EXTRA SPECIAL FEATURES

DANCING 9.00 TO 1.00

TICKETS 75c, lax incl.

Pyrofax Gas Service can be
Installed in your home. It's
clean, last, dependable, ihe
perfect fuel for cooking . . .
water heating . . . and refrig
eration. See us todayl

Auspices Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, American Legion

101, 103, 101, -06

HILLCREST US 1 Highway, Warren, Me.
OFFERS FOR SALE FOR WINTER STORAGE
GOOD SIZE—MEALY—CLEAN—FULLY RIPENED

GREEN MOUNTAIN POTATOES
*
*

*
*

ISSUE

Will Meet Next Wednesday
Night—A Fine Program
Our American Legion Post Tired Of Being a
Promised

The seniors are anxiously await
ing the representative from the
Jackson-White Studio. He is due
Wednesday morning to take orders
for the 6enior class pictures Speak
ing of pictures—if any Seniors de
cide on retakes, they will have to
ride to Wiscasset Academy next
Monday. From where T sit I can
see an advantage; no school for
those who decide to go Right now
I wish I were having mine taken
over ” writes Nancy.
Miss Webber announced the play
cast at the Halloween Party last
Friday night. The students who will
be seen in "The Jade Ring" are;
Oeorge Heath as Laurence Mitchell;
Agnes Sullivan as Mrs. Mitchell;
Gerry Straub as Ivy Mitchell; John
Cavanaugh as Dbnald Clemens;
Phillip Grant as Phillip Clemens;
Shirley Steele as Mrs. Clemens;
Phyllis Spear as Eloise Clemens;
Ralph Simonton as Abe Levi; Ju
dith Gray as Dallas Anderson; Eih.
el Eaton as Annabelle. A cast of
understudies will be announced
By the way, that Halloween party
was really fun. The Student Coun
cil decorated the tow’n hall, and
provided sandwiches, apples, soda
and doughnuts for refre hments.
All members of the faculty, and a
great many students and their
friends were present
This week the members of the
Athletic Association are gleelully
anticipating the beginning of bas
ketball practice next week. Mr.
Sutherland will be coaching the
boys. The girls aren't sure yet who
Rockland’s Masonic Temple while the destructive fire was still it its height The structure stood on the site
will be coaching them. If fighting
spirit can win games, Rockport of the old Farwell Opera House, known in still earlier days as Farwell & Ames Hall.
Phoenix-like from the ashes
ought to get somewhere this season.
arose today's Masonic Temple, one of the finest in New E ng-land.
The Juniors will hold a rummage
sale on Saturday, Nov. 19, in the
poured from the funnels, and at of fire alarms I must say that tne
(By Frank A. Winslow)
Town Tall provided that site is'
the rear of the engine stood "Sandy'' diaphone system, w.th all of its ad
available. Proceeds will go towards This is not a fire story in the ou' c'.e cription or even the dates.
Manson or some ether fireman vantages—and the siren can be
the Junior Class Washington Fund. sense that it describes Rcckland
Every now and then somebody whoes name has slipped my mem heard in all of the nearby towns—
i did not possess the romance and
conflagrations. A story of that sort w 11 call me on the telephone and ory.
COURIER GOES WITH VPU
the thrill which used to inspire me
The
engines
were
very
effective
ask
for
the
date
of
a
certain
fire.
When yon, as a subscriber of The would require pages upon pages cf
Courier-Gazette's
valuable My memory's altogether too poor tc when they reached the scene of the when firemen were summoned by
Courier-Gazette go South or West The
blaze, but by the time they ar the pealing of the church bells.
or any place on vacation for a week space and an amount ot research give,an adequate reply.
"But," persists the man on the rived the fire had gained headway Hew they did awaken the night
or six months, phone or write The for which I certainly have not the
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier time. It will embody a brief refer other end of the phone, “you’ve got which would not be possible in echoes and leave listeners to won
these days of motorized apparatus, der whether the fire was at Mave
will be sent you, each issue, at no ence here and there to a few fires it all down there in your files.”
which gets to the fire before the rick Square or in the Snow ship
"True,
”
I
answer,
“
but
you
come
expense to you.
tf which I especially remember, withdiaphene has sounded the full yard.
down here and find it."
The installation of the Gamewell
,
Anyone who has ever been at alarm.
fire alarm boxes settled that probi pains to search newspaper files
Bell alarms had more thrills
And while I am on the subject
(Continued on Page Three)
i will readily understand the force of
I my remarks.

*

SATURDAY

WANTED AT ONCE
STITCHERS

Rev. Arthur Dimmich who was
here to attend the Every Member
Canvass Meeting at the St. Peter's
Episcopal Church Wednesday night
was overnight guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Spring Mrs Dim
mich and children Carla and Ste
phen were dinner guests Wednes
day night of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Livingston and overnight guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Watts.

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.

'

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loos of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
TOLERANCE
Pray don't find fault with the man
who limps.
Or stumbles along the road,
Unless ycu have worn the shoes he
wears
Or struggled beneath his load
There may be tacks in his shoes
that hurt,
Though hidden away from view.
Or the burden he bears, placed on
your back,
Might cause you to stumble, too.
Don't be too harsh wlh the man
who sins
Or pelt him with words or stones,
Unless you are sure, yea, doubly
sure.
That you have no sins of your
own.
For you know, perhaps, if the
tempter's voice
Should whisper as soft to you
As it did to him when he went
astray,
Twould cause you to falter too.
—Author Unknown.

Mobil-flame
SOCONYVACUUM

lUOfXMMI

Superior BOTTLED GAS Serrlce
FULL LINE OF
APPROVED APPLIANCES

Albert E. MacPhail
415 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND”, ME.
TEL. 738

COMPTON’S

Work Under Ideal Conditions in a

BEANO! BEANO! BEANO!

Daylight Factory.
APPLY IN PERSON

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

AT

American Legion Home

HILLCREST, WARREN, ME.
We would like ................ bags at $2.95 eaeh of

your U. S. No. 1 tirade Green Mountain Potatoes.

(which is 1 2-3 bushels)

13

17 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1135-W

Tel. Warren 35 ring 41, or mail coupon

s2”for 100 lbs

BOTTLED
GAS

SEE US

79-S-tf

(EXPERIENCED)

U. S. Grade No. 1, as prescribed by the 1949 Maine Potato Grading Law.
Quality Assured, inspected and approved by representative of Maine Depart
ment of Agriculture.
Native, grown in South Warren.
Inspection invited; if possible, please drive over and sec these fine potatoes.
WE DELIVER: free within reasonable distance; to dock for island trade.

WEST ROCKPORT
SOUTH HOPE
GROSS NECK
ST. GEORGE ROAD
NORTH HAVEN
GLEN COVE
VINALHAVEN
UNION
THOMASTON
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
WARREN
SWAN’S ISLAND
SOUTH THOMASTON

Name

Van Baalen Heilbrun Co., Inc.
CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Address

MAVERICK STREET, ROCKLAND
SPONSORED BY’ POST

Game Starts 8.00 P. M.
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Bus Terminal at 7.30 for Legion Home.
Ix"avp Home at 10.30 on Free Return Trip.

99-106

101-103

94-S-tf
T

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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About Free Ads

Notices Of Appointment

The Courier-Gazette Re
states Its Policy On Ads
and Free Readers

I, Willis R Vinal, Register of

Probate for the County of Knox in
the State of Maine, hereby certify
that in the following estates the
persons were appointed Adminis
trators. Executors. Guardians and
Conservators and on the dates
hereinafter named.
DAVID S. LOW. late of Camden,
deceased. September 28. 1949 Irv
ing P. Tuttle of Union was appoint
ed executor and qualified by filing
bond on September 30 1949
ARTHUR B. AREY, late of Vinal
haven, deceased.
September 20.
1948. Harold L. Arey of Vinalha
ven was appointed executor, and
qualified by filing bond on Septem
ber 30, 1949
ALBERT W. HOOPER, late of St.
George, deceased. October 18, 1949
Fred E. Hooper of St. George was
appointed executor, without bond
ANDREW W BOYNTON, late of
Washington, deceased. October 18.
1948 Lora B. Boynton of Washing
ton was appointed executrix, with
out bond.
LAURA E. BROWN, late of Rock
land. deceased. October 18, 1949
Ralph L. Brown of Rockland was
appointed executor, without bond.
ANNIE W GREENLEAF late
of Melrose, Massachusetts, deceased
October 18, 1949 Frederick S. Green
leaf of Melrose. Mass., was appoint
ed executor, without bond. Allred
M. Strout of Thomaston was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
GEORGNA ROBISHAW. also
known as GEORGIE ROBISHAW
late of Rockland, deceased. Octo
ber 18. 1948 Harvey J. Robishaw of
Rockland was appointed Executor,
without bond.
STEPHEN SMITH, late of Rock
land. deceased. October 18, 1949
Ruby L. Smith of Rockland was
appointed administratrix, and qual
ified by filing bond on same date.
SARAH A. F. ZIMMERMANN.
late of Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania,
deceased. October 18. 1949 Gerald
Wayne Caner of Philadelphia. Pa.,
and Kenneth Stevens Van Strum of
Santa Barbara. California were ap
pointed executors and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
Alan
L. Bird of Rockland was appointed
Agent in Maine.
MAYBELLE COCHRAN, late of
New York, New York, deceased.
October 18 1949 George Cochran of
New York, New York was appointed
executor, without bond
Domenic
P. Cuccinello of Rockland was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
Attest ’

WILLIS R VINAL, Register.
,
103-S-109

The only way a newspaper can
live is to have its income greater
than its expenses, and the operat
ing cost of all newspapers at pres
ent is very high Only three sources
of income are open to the average
newspaper—subscriptions—job shop
and advertising. In the case of The
Courier-Gazette the advertising is
strongest of the thTee.
As a result, advertising revenue
must be protected if the paper is
to continue to serve the commun
ity. An important source of revenue
comes from advertising dances,
rummage sales, fairs, suppers and
the like, which raise money by ad
mission, sale or collection. It has
long been the policy of this news
paper to give free items, i publicity
support) when requested to these

WALDO

THEATRE

WALDOBORO— TEL

104

Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneex
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at J.04

TODAY—OCTOBER 29
RANDOLPH SCOTT
in

“THE DOOLINS
OF OKLAHOMA"
with
George Macready,
Louise Albritton, John Ireland

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

OCTOBER 30-31
Fred MaeMurray
Maureen O'Hara in

“FATHER WAS
A FULLBACK”
With Bettv Lynn, Rudy Vallee

TUESDAY

AND

WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 1-2
A'vonne DeCarlo, Howard Duff
in

“CALAMITY JANE
AND SAM BASS”
In Technicolor

PROBATE NOTICES
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either
of the estates hereinafter named.
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land, in and tor the County cf Knox
on the eighteenth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and forty-nine
and by adournment from day to day
from the eighteenth day of said Oc
tober, The following matters having
been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter indicated it is
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by caus ng a
copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland
on the Fifteenth day of November.
A. D. 1949 at ten o’clock in the fore
noon, and be heard thereon if they
see cause.
ELLA MAY MILLS, late of Saint
George, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Jessie M. Harris, of
Saint George she being the Execu
trix named therein, without bond.
BURGESS CRAMER late of
Union, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof asking that the
same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary
issue to Georgia A. Cramer, of
Union, she being he Executrix
named therein, without bond.
WALLACE NEAL PAGE, late of
Camden, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
tfie same may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Bessie Benson Page, of
Camden she being the Executrix
named therein without bond,
MABEL F. SHERMAN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary
Issue to Chauncey Keene, of Rock
land, he being the Executor named
therein, without bond.
MELVENIA A. FOWLIE. late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters of Admin
istration with the Will Annexed be
issued to Beulah M. Vinal of Rock*,
land or some other suitable person,
with bond.
ESTATE ARVO J. KORHONEN
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking that
Ida S. Korhonen of Rockland or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed Administratrix,
without
bond.
ESTATE BERTRAND L. MITCH

ELL, late of Appleton, deceased.
Petition for Administration asking
that Harry R. Mitchell, of Wake
field, Massachusetts, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Ad
ministrator, with bond. .
ESTATE WILLIAM I. WHIT
NEY, late of Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for Administration asking
that Alfred M. Strout of Thomas
ton, or some other suitable person,
be appointed Administrator, with
bond.
ESTATE SIDNEY R WALSH. (
Ute of Rockland, deceased. First1
and Final Account presented for j
allowance by Roberta M. Walsh, i
Administratrix.
i

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

•EDITORIAL]
BAY STATE'S AFTER IT
If Rockland should happen to get that much exploited
steel mill it will be "over the dead body" of a Massachusetts
committee consisting of 50 leaders of business, labor and gov
ernment who will be set up to convince the steel industry
that Massachusetts is the feasible site for a mill to process
iron ore from Canada Appointment of such a committee
was announced Thursday by Gov. Dever, who stresses that
Massachusetts industries use a million tons of steel, the
capacity of the proposed mill. If the Bay State conducts the
expected campaign it will be no mean rival for any other lo
cality which may have similar aspirations. But the Rock
land area has some of the natural products which the Bay
State does not have.

TRUMAN PASSES BUCK
When President Truman kicked Admiral Louis E. Denfield out of his job as Chief of Naval Operations he raised a
storm of protest which speedily engulfed the nation. Adm ral
Denfield’s offense seems to have been his charge that the
Navy's offensive powder was being ruined under the unified
defensive set-up. But the President has either lorgotten that
he told the Naval officials to speak their minds frankly or
he doesn't give a snap. In any event he passes the buck by
declaring that he ousted Denfield on the advice of Secretary
of the Navy Matthews that it was vital for the good of the
country.” Very few critics of the move have endorsed the
President.

A

"GOLD BRICK RUSH'

The Alaska gold rush appears to have died a-borning.
Washington despatch fays that the value of all gold ac
tually taken from the ground would probably not exceed $50.
aid only 50 prospectors were on the ground at the time the
statement was made.

THE TWENTY NINERS
This is anniversary week. It is the 20th anniversary of
"the stock market break” of 1929, not an occasion for rejoicing
then or since, unless it is the value of the lessons that were
learned and the removal, by regulation and education, of
stocks and bonds from the mystery-insider category. With the
help of War Bond teaching tor the man in the street secur
ities now gain recognition for what they are. a stake in the
wealth of the nation within the reach of the average man
The man of 1949 has a different set of rules. His market
is far closer to a cash basis. Where the credit stretching
comes today is in the government debt, with government debt
in the last analysis no stronger than the resources of its in
dividual citizens
More than four years after the close of the war. the na
tional debt is on its way to $257 billions. This is $4‘i billions
more than it was a year ago. This debt increase follows post
war periods of record prosperity. But far from sound or ef
fective retrenchment in good times, the Treasury embarked
August 1 on a deliberate deficit spending venture on the
bogeyman of a cold war. with the reality of deficit-financed
Europe staring it in the face. The man of 1929. at least,
risked his own or his individually borrowed money.
Today, he has it risked for him.—Boston Herald.

sales, fairs, etc., when advertise
PUT MORE OPPORTUNITY
ments are used in its columns.
IN YOUR FUTURE
This is a courtesy to advertisers
and an additional boost to the
venture.
It is obv*ous that only to such
ventures carrying paid advertising I
can the courtesy of free advertising
be extended. These affairs are not|
PUT S18.75 A MONTH
news, but money-making ventures.
In Series E Savings Bonds
It is
the definite policy of this
through The Payroll Savfjogs
Plan. IN IS YEARS YOU WILL
newspaper to carry items concern
OWN
SAVINGS BONDS WORTH
ing these ventures only when they
S3.SM MATURITY VALUE.
carryadvertising
matter in The
Courier-Gazette
This newspaper tries meticulously
to be fair to all concerned and it
certainly would not be fair to those
who use legitimate advertising if
free advertising is given those who
do not choose to use the advertis GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
ing support of its columns.
102’106

ESTATE GERALD BOYNTON
MAHAR. late of Saint George, de
ceased. Ffrst and Final account
presented for allowance by Thelma
B. Miner. Administratrix.
ESTATE GRIGOR STAFAN late
of Rockland, deceased. First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Georgia Stevens. Executrix.
ESTATE EFFIE L. SHUMAN, late
of Rockland, deceased First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Stuart C. Burgess, Admin
istrator, d.b.n., c.t.a.
ESTATE MARY ALICE GRAY,
late of Thomaston, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for al
lowance by Mary Osgood Sprowl.
Executrix.
ESTATE STUART T. AMES late
of Rockland, deceased. First Ac
count presented for allowance by
Herbert Baum and Stuart T. Ames.
Jr., Administrators.
ESTATE MABEL F. SHERMAN,
late of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for al
lowance by Chauncey M D. Keene,
Conservator.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
ESTATE WILL ELMER ROKES,
16-31 RANKIN ST.
of Rockport. First and Final Ac
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
count presented for allowance by- 515 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND
Frank B. Rckes, Conservator. .
47-tf
55-S-tf
ESTATE STUART T. AMES, late
of Rockland deceased. Petition for
Distribution presented by Herbert
Baum and Stuart T Ames, Jr.. Ad
ministrators.
ESTATE GRIGOR STAFAN, late
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Dstribution presented by Georgia
CHEVROLETS
OLDS—PONTIAC
Stevens, Executrix.
Installed In Your Car
(6 Cylinder Only,
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF
NAME, asking that the name of
Installed In Yuur Car
Brian Lee Garey, of Matinicus, be
changed to Arthur Lee Garey. Pre
sented by Walter O. Garey, of
And Your Old Motor
Matinicus.
No Other Charge
And Your Old Motor
ESTATE CARL W. MOFFITT
Fits All Cars and Trucks
No Other Charge
late of Rockland, deceased. Sev
enth Account presented for allow
From 1935 to 1947
Fits All Cars From 1935-1947
ance by National Bank of Com
merce of Portland Trustee.
ESTATE RICHARD D„ ODIFORDS
BUICKS
ORNE. late of Rockland, deceased.
(6-8 Cylinder—
Installed In Your Car
Petition for Administration asking
Except 60 Models)
that Jennie M. Oliver, of Rockland"
Installed In Your Car
or some other suitable person, be
appointed Administratrix, without
bond.
And Your Old Motor
And Your Old Motor
ESTATE MARY A. JACKSON,
No Other Charge
late of Rockland, deceased Petition
No Other Charge
for Administration asking that Carl
Fits All Cars From 1937
Fits All Cars and Trucks
L. Carlson, of Rockland, or some
From 1935 to 1947
to 1947
other suitable person, be appointed
Administrator, w.thout bond.
LILLIAN B. BLAISDELL, late
of Rockland, deceased. Will and
PLYMOUTH—DESOTO--DODGE—CHRYSLER
Petition for Probate thereof asking
INSTALLED IN YOUR CAR
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Albert P. Blaisdell of
AND YOUR OLD MOTOR —NO OTHER CHARGE
Rockland, he being the Executor
Fits All Cars and Dodge Trucks From 1935 to 1947
named therein, without bond. .
ESTATE CHARLES H. YOUNG,
late of Warren, deceased. Petition
LET US PUT A NEW HEART IN YOUR CAR
for Administration asking that
Chisie E. Trone ot Warren, or some
MUST BE REBUILDABLE
other suitable person, be appointed
Administratrix, without bond.
—SEE US TODAY—
ESTATE TIMOTHY T. DONLAN
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking that
Camilla L. Donlan of Rockland, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed Administratrix, with bond.
DODGE—PLYMOUTH SALES, SERVICE
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR,
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for
TELEPHONE 720
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:

WE WILL BUY

Radiator Repairing

MILLER’S
GARAGE

These Motors Fully Guaranteed

$169.00

$195.00

$265.00

$144.90

$195.00

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

WILLIS R, VINAL. Register.
103-8-109

515 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IN GERMAN WORKCAMPS
Impressions Of a Conquered Country Gained

By a College Student

saved from a bombardment during
1945 when American troops under
the command of Gen. Jacob L. DevA high ranking official of the U.
1 ers were advancing upon it.
S. War Department, happened to

be going along the front lines at
that crucial moment His name was
John J. McCloy. Fully aware of the
beauties of Rothenburg McCloy
pursuaded Devers to avoid the
iContinued on Page Six)

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

IN THE
<By Conrad G. White)
Nazism dead in Germany? Hard particular purpose was to provide
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ly. I saw it working, being fanned an outside contact for these boys
The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to
from mere sparks into live, hot and students, to talk with theqj, t his credit, the last known place of residence or post-office address and
the fact of death, if known, of every savings depositor in the Rockland
coals of deadly danger by hundreds and with each other, to gain a new Savings Bank, who has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part there
of daily 'leaders.” supported by insight into the problems of a of, or any part of the dividends thereon, for a period of more than
twenty years next preceding November 1 1949, and is not known to the
the press, and manned by individu. bombed out Germany in its attempt treasurer to be living.
als supposedly "working" for the at recovery.
Two years after the date of this publiration, all moneys in the fol
The remainders of Nazism were lowing inactive accounts shall be paid into the State Treasury, in ac
occupation fortes of ihe United
States I heard it from the lips of everywhere. Across the road was cordance with Sections 59 and 115, Chapter 55, R. S. 1944, as amended
students, shopkeepers, and from the the Narzfeldt, a huge Roman ampi. by P. L. 1949.
Name of
Last Known Whether Known Date Lost Deposit Amt. Stand.
slow grinding of production wheels theater which Der Fuhrur intended
D«£oeltor
Residence
To Be Deceased or Withdrawal
To Credit
for use in reviewing his forces of
in a post-war Germany.
$44 24
Dix Island, Me. Unknown, May 5, 1885,
We saw it. lived with it and tried the Third Reich, SS Troops and James Byrne.
6.12
Vinalhaven, Me. Unknown. Jan. 3. 1 879.
to understand it it couldn't be ig Youth Movements. Across the way. Mary O’Brien,
53.88
Sawyer
Rockland. Me. Deceased, Oct. 20, 1881,
nored Like a huge cloud of deadly about eight kilometers, stood the Catherine
Martha Mitchell.
Rockland. Me. Unknown, Sept. 30 1897. 22.77
atomic rays, it kept on growing, also incompleted Kongress building Charles L. Mitchell.
Rockland, Me. Deceased. Sept. 30. 1897. 4279
mushrooming out into the lives of it too, done in Roman style like the William Murphy or
1.96
Tenant’s Harbor, Me. Unknown, Sept. 3. 1912
original Colleseum, and facing it, wife,
all ol us.
2.13
Rockland, Me. Unknown, Nov. 18. 1887,
Thirty of us, working as students across a man made lake stands the Georgie A. Snow,
John Olson,
Unknown Unknown, Sept. 29. 1888. 288.42
in a little place called Friedensdorf Olympic Stadium and buildings Hugh McAuly,
Unknown Unknown, July 5. 1892,
53.21
i in Bavaria, lived for three weeks which are finished.
William Thompson
Unknown Unknown, Nov. 7, 1891.
.16
tinder the shadow of Hitler's un
It reflects, once again the domin. Giles J. Wood.
Blue Hill, Me. Unknown. Nov. 4, 1901
2.58
Unknown Unknown. Dec. 26 1888.
finished Martsfeldt towers and even eering, physical side of Hitler's Lillian Brewster,
255
Unknown Unknown. June 9 1897,
7.86
in that little time we could see more emotional make-up and his taste in Mrs. J. J. Drinkwater,
Alfred Bournee,
Unknown
.05
than the gloom reminiscent of architecture. Like the rest of the Newell A. Shuman or wife. Unknown Unknown, Nov. 3, 1890.
2.18
Unknown, Oct. 23. 1900
marching legions and massed SS Nazi installations in Nurnberg, the Mrs. Mary M. Jackson,
Unknown Unknown. July 1, 1897,
2.18
troops, we could see other clouds Army has taken it over for its own [re E. or Edith V.
Wollaston, Mass. Unknown. April 25 1928,
3.52
than those in the blue Bavarian use Martzfeldt, for instance, is a Smith
I sky beginning to form, and we Special Services Motor Pool, the Harriet B. Butler for
Leslie D. Butler,
Appleton. Me. Unknown, Sept. 23 . 1898.
.28
stadium is used for a swimming and Clyde G. Watts,
didn't like it.
Warren. Me. Unknown. Sept. 23 . 1898.
.27
Ironically enough, "Friedensdorf” recreational area.
Fred Stewart Packard,
Unknown Unknown. Mar. 26 . 1912.
.73
Unknown Unknown, Feb. 1 1896.
, means "Pea.e Village'’ in German
Our job was to prepare a three Frank Post,
.09
Herbert
W
Smith,
Vinalhaven,
Me.
and this little gathering of build acre field for cultivation. It had
Unknown, July 29. 1902.
.33
Sidney
D.
Wheeler,
Camden
Me.
2.18
Unknown. Nov. 18, 1895
ings. a bare four kilometers from been In the path of a stray bomb
Mrs. Maggie M. Simmons,
Nurnberg, was our base while we or two, was covered with turf, and
Rockland. Me. Unknown, Jan. 15. 1908,
.14
were "guests" of the Bavarian gov full of stumps. We had only prim Augustus Nelson,
Unknown Unknown, May 17 1897, 163.67
Union, Me. Unknown, Aug. 29 1914.
ernment. "Workcamp”
the ISS itive tools with which to work, and Chas. M Ausplund
286
Stonington, Me. Unknown May 31, 1899,
> called it. and work we did mentally one axe. By the end of the three Herbert W. Stinson',
295
Bangor, Me. Unknown' May 16. ’898.
.22
as well as physically. We were to be weeks, however, the field was clear Mary E. McCluskey,
Raymond S Jordan.
Rockland, Me.
.41
here three weeks, to live off the and planting had already begun. It Mrs. Charlotte A. Glover, Camden Me Unknown. Oct. 21 1914.
Unknown. Sept 4: 1902.
.61
German economy, to do the worx was not the work in which we be Eveline C. Miller,
Rockland, Me. Unknown. May i. 1908
3 39
provided for us, and to become ac came interested, it was the people Mrs. Mary E Fullerton. Rockland, Me. Urtknown, Dec. 24, 1903.
33
Rockland, Me. Unknown, June 27 1902,
quainted with the German people. and our conversation knd discus Rachel L. Keizer.
2.19
Searsmont Me. Unknown. Jan 12, 1903,
5.22
This was the program for which sions dragged on irom mornings in J. R. Sweetland.
Paul Oakes.
Appleton, Me Deceased, Mar. 21. 1900, 16.53
we had travelled over thousands of the field, to around the tables in the Ulysses G. Seiders,
Unknown Unknown, Aug. 31 , 1901,
88
: miles across the Atlantic and part dining room late at night. We ex
Mrs. Catherine Perkins, Togus, Me. Unknown. May 4 1903,
9.30
Searsmont Me. Unknown, Dec. 18, 1903.
i of Europe in which to partake. This changed opinions, we got ideas, we Grace E Farnham,
10.13
Appleton, Me. Unknown, Apr. 22, 1918
9.82
, was to be our contribution to a hashed over political, economic and Kenneth J. Hanly,
Peter Swan,
Rockland, Me. Unknown. Nov. 4, 1901,’
3 33
promotion ol international rela- cultural questions. We became an Edith E Jean,
New York, N. Y. Unknown. May 1 1921,
8.77
| tionships "
tagonists, then allies, even neu Mrs. Ellen Sullivan.
Appleton Me Unknown. July 9. 1902,
8.17
Friedensdorf was founded in 1948 trals on every Item and question v e Mortimer Wood.
Stonington. Me. Unknown. Dec. 2, 1901
2.18
Stonington .Me. Unknown, Dec. 2, 190L
by a special committee working could think of. We were bound to Harry C. Wood.
2.18
Harry Smith.
Stonington, Me. Unknown. Feb. 24 1917,
631
wilh the Bavarian government and become friends, in spite of it all.
Ralph S Robbins,
Stonington Me. Unknown. Dec. 5.' 1901,
4 41
s editor ol one of Nurnberg's week
Our time sped by all too quickly. Helen Nevels,
Stonington, Me. Unknown. Dec. 5. 1901
2.18
lies. Its purpose is to serve as a tem. On week-ends the Army would send Albert Nevels,
Stonington. Me Unknown, Dec. G. 1901,'
2 18
Stonington. Me. Unknown. Feb 20 1914,
! porary home for about 50 DP boys, trucks to take us sightseeing This Gleason Flye,
.55
.55
, ranging in age from 12 to 20. The was arranged through the German Mrs. Lizzie J. Crockett Oceanville, Me. Unknown. Jan. 31 . 1911,
Stonington, Me. Unknown, Aug. 6, 1902
2.27
l camp offers the boys a chance to Youth Association and run by the Robert Marsh,
Eugene Marsh.
Stonington, Me.
Oct. 16. 1902,'
2 18
1 learn a trade though the 'shop" occupation forces. Through its fa Frederick N. Burrows. Rockland. Me. Unknown.
Unknown. May 12 1904,
3.26
system . ie leather working, car cilities we saw picturesque Roth W. C. Kimball.
Bremen. Me. Unknown, May 14 1906.
7 74
Rockland. Me Unknown, Nov. 1, 1929
pentry, gardening etc. By this sys enburg ob der Tauber, with its Marie A. Ross
30.78
Camden, Me. Unknown. Oct. 26 1926,
56
tem the officials hope to send these spinarett-like towers, and colorful Jesse J. Handy,
Edith Peabody.
Thomaston, Me. Unknown. May 1 1918,
2.30
: boys back into a society which will domes; a veritable fairylike city as Eva A. Starrett,
Thomaston, Me. Unknown. Nov. 5; 1910,
.83
not only accept them, but which old as Time itself and so full ol Louis Rosenbloom^
Rockland Me Unknown. Aug. 1, 1 910,
.88
can expect a helping hand in re heritage that the "walls speak and Thomas H Bray.
Stonington, Me. Unknown. Feb. 19. 1907,
4.06
Alice Belle Marshall. Port Clyde, Me. Unknown. May 3 1905,
construction as well.
man must remain silent."
2.54
Paul
W.
Scott,
Deer
Isle,
Me
Unknown.
Dec.
18, 1905,
.66
Into this camp in July came 10
At the close of the war, the city
Helen B. Follett
, Vinalhaven, Me. Unknown. Apr. 17, 1910
1.87
Americans, eight Dutch. 10 French was designed for a meeting place Gertrude E. Coombs. Stonington, Me.
Unknown. June 11 . 1906,
.53
and 10 Germans—students, work where American chiefs of staff James Rowan,
Redstone, N. H. Unknown, Apr. 1 1907,
2.43
ing together on a mutual job, and could meet their German counter Elias Davis,
Warren Me. Unknown Mar. 30, 1914,
9 13
Rockland, Me. Unknown, Sept. 14, 1906.
; shoulder to shoulder for a cultiva parts of the German government. Mrs. Phoebe Mason,
.07
Camden, Me. Unknown May 4. 1908.
2.08
tion of international interests. Our This was the town miraculously Mrs. Mabel Estes,
John Jacobson
Swans Island. Me Unknown' Aug. 26, 1907,
4.25
Bertie L. Borodis.
Stonington, Me Unknown. Mar. 25, 1907,
83
Melvin Jones,
Union, Me. Unknown May 2. 1910.
2.15
Sabra M. Hatch,
Rockland Me. Unknown, Sept 28. 1917.
.94
M. Louise Preston,
Rockland: Me. Unknown. Feb. 3, 1908.
.07
James Mutch,
Vinalhaven, Me. Unknown May- 1 1908,
.40
Mrs. Carrie A. Toombs
W. Quincy, Mass. Unknown. April 13. 1917,
.37
Nettie E. Hutchinson, Stonington, Me. Unknown. Feb. 14. 1914,
.54
Maxine H. Chapman Rockland. Me. Unknown Nov. 27. 1907,
4 55
Agnes Sukeforth,
Rockland, Me. Unknown^ July 5. 1910,
.45
NO OTHER WORK
Mrs. Carrie E. Davis,
Union. Me. Unknown. Nov. 7, 1910,
4 18
Georve E. Carver,
Rockland Me. Unknown Mar. 8. 1912,
3.05
GLOVES IN THE WORLD
A. Maurice Healey.
Rockland, Me. Unknown. Nov. 4. 1910.
.26
Mrs.
Lizzie
L.
Davis,
Rockland,
Me.
LIKE GENUINE ...
Unknown. Aug. 14. 1928,
1 55
J. A. Campbell
Rockport. Me Unknown, Jan. 16, 1912.
4.06
Maynard A.. Robinson,
Frenchboro. Me. Unknown, Dec. 4. 1911,
.07
Mrs. Jennie E. Gerrish,
No. Haven, Me. Unknown, Aug. 12, 1913,
83
George A. Winslow
Tenant’s Harbor, Me. Unknown Feb 25 1916.
.89
James L. Curtis,
Rockland, Me. Unknown: Aug. 4, 1925,
31
Eva B. Richards,
Rockland, Me. Unknown, May 18. 1912,
.12
Donald W. Wilson
Port Clyde, Me. Unknown Sept. 21, 1917,
.74
Cynthia E. Wentworth,
TOUGH Pigskin, tanned buck
Thomaston, Me. Unknown, Nov. 20, 1916,
346
skin-soft by the Secret Wolver
F. Evelyn Smith or
Jennie E. Smith,
Portland, Me. Unknown, Dec. 26, 1916,
ine Triple-Tanning Process. A
2.02
Sunshine. Me. Unknown, Sept. 21 1918.
3.45
different leather. Plus Wear, Plus Comfort. Try on a Pair. Wildred Conary,
Thomas H. Brown,
Westerly, R. I. Unknown. July 21, 1914.
1.79
F. A. Curtis.
East Boston, Mass. Unknown Mar. 11, 1916,
GO
Irving E. Mathews
Union, Me. Unknown: June 2, 1916,
1.77
Archie E. Redman,
Stonington, Me. Unknown: Dec. 20. 1916,
.06
Mrs. Myra Brown,
Rockland, Me. Unknown, June 19. 1916,
.03
PAINT • STOVES • HOUSEWARES
Hollis A. Gray,
Stonington Me. Unknown. Mar. 1 1917,
1.95
W. E. Spring.
Union, Me. Unknown, July 5.' 1928.
.07
•z
441 MAIN ST.
w,
Emma Sukeforth in trust Horace
,0
ROCKLAND
D{LI
Denver
I. Sukeforth.
Washington Me. Unknown, Dec. 27, 1917,
5.66
Mildred V. Quimby,
Rockland, Me. Unknown Mar 18. 192G,
3 96
Mrs. Emily E. Small
Rockland, Me Unknown, Dec. 10. 1917,
03
Jason G. Gross
Stonington, Me. Unknown, May 13, 1918.
2.31
Oscar Jacobson.
Waldoboro, Me. Unknown, Oct. 25 1917,
3.84
Philip Bickford,
Camden, Me. Unknown, Nov. 2,’ 1917,
1.70
Lynn F. Hathaway
Rockland, Me Unknown, Feb 27, 1920,
.73
Fannie S. Allen.
Stonington, Me. Unknown Jan. 9. 1922,
9.32
Nelson Ellis,
Rockland, Me. Unknown, Oct. 20, 1919.
1.66
Eva M. J. Allen
Rockland. Me. Unknown. Apr. 27, 1926,
1.54
Lester L. or
Mabel M. Thomas
Rockland, Me. Unknown, Dec. 12 1919.
7.87
Rena E. Thurston,
Rockland, Me. Unknown. Apr. 27; 1921,
4.33
Carrie L. Morey.
Stonington Me. Deceased, Oct. 25, 1924
264.27
Myrtle A. Morey.
Stonington, Me. Unknown, Jan. 6, 1926,
1.54
Alton E. Slingsby,
Lynn Mass. Unknown, July 13. 1928
.12
James E. Sprague,
Rockland, Me. Unknown, Mar. 17. 1926,
1.54
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Lenora Smith,
Rockland Me. Unknown, Aug. 12. 1921
3.50
Cassie Cole,
Rockland Me. Unknown, Apr. 18. 1928.
65-B-tf
.09
George S. Foster,
Stonington Me. Unknown, Aug. 24. 1929
.99
Isabell St. Clair.
Rockland, Me. Unknown, June 9. 1925,
.16
Ada Grindle
Stonington. Me. Unknown, Jan. 14 1924.
1.69
Edwin Lermond
So. Hope, Me. Unknown, Sept. 22. 1925,
.47
George A. Nolan, Spruce Head. Me. Unknown June 2, 1924,
6.14
Wm. H. McKay,
Rockland, Me. Unknown Apr. 1, 1925.
1.77
Frances J. McKim
Rockland, Me. Unknown: Dec 29, 1924.
1 56
Mildred B. Price,
Rockland, Me. Unknown, Mar. 24. 1927,
1.64
Wilson Bridges,
Minturn, Me. Unknown Mar.. 24 1925,
1.61
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
Sherwood Sprowl
Rockland. Me. Unknown, Dec. 4, 1926,
.03
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, In Automotive
Alice E. Hapworth,
Rockland. Me. Unknown. Oct. 11. 1928,
1 49
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
Raymond F. Hodsdon, Rockland, Me. Unknown July 17, 1926,
1 58
ments. t ome in especially and see our New Large Stationary
Veronica McGuire,
Stonington Me. Unknown: July 22. 1926,
1.52
Crank Shaft Regrinder.
Hazle B. Perry,
Union, Me. Unknown, Nov. 2, 1927,
1.58
George H Wing,
Warren Me. Unknown Nov. 21, 1928.
1 55
Joan B. Newbert Miller Rockland, Me. Unknown July 1, 1931.
87
Joseph Humphrey.
Longcove, Me. Unknown, Oct. 3, 1927,
1 52
586 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME,,
TEL. 24
Cecil E. Stinson
Swans Island. Me. Unknown. July 27 1929.
15
70-tf
Earl Gilley
Rockland. Me. Unknown, Mar. 16. 1929,
1.48

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
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UNIVERSAL AND HOTPOINT

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

|

TALK OF THE TOWN

Oct. 31—Kncx Evangelical Minis*
ters Fellowsh p meets at Mont
gomery rooms, Warren.
Nov. 4—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Museum
Nov. 4—Rubinste n Club meets at
Universalist Church; guest night.
Nov. 5—Knox Foh.cna Grange meets
with Medomak Valley Grange,;
Burkettville.
Nov 8—The Women's Club meets
at the Universalist Church.
Nov. 10—Knox County Teachers'
Convent on at Rockland High
School
»
Nov. 10—Armistice Ball at Com*
munity Building.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day
Nov. 11—Colby vs Bates at Waterille.
Nov. 15—Thomaston: Star Circle
Fair at Masonic Temple.
Nov. 17 — Annual Congregational
Fair.
Nov. 18—Annual Junior Prom of
R.H3. at Community Building.
Dec. 7 — Concert by Men’s Asso«•’ “at, at Cong; ational Church.
Dec. 8—The annual Methodist
Church Fair.
Chestnut street rseidents are
greatly disturbed by serious radio
interference. An expert who has
checked voices the opinion that it
is a defective short wave set. Resi
dents of the large area affected
hpoe it may be remedied without an
F.CC. investigator. One of Maine's foremost speakers
today is Dr. Charles F. Phillips of
Bates College who is coming to
Rockland next Monday night to
address a joint meeting of the Ki
wanis and Rotary Clubs at Hotel
Rockland. His subject will be “The
Hoover Commission—and Beyond. '
Timely indeed,

TWO CANDIDATES
Osgood A. Gilbert, completing
his second term in the City
Council has filed nomination
papers for a three-year term.
Lincoln E. McRae has filed for
the one-ycar term in the City
Council.

Carl Cassens of Camden street is
confined to his bed as the result of
a heart attack on Wednesday, and
will be confined to the house for
at least six months.

Sheila Vinal, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Vinal, Granite
street fell while at play Tuesday
fracturing her right collar bone.

A circle supper will be held Wed.
nesday at 6.15 in the Congregation
al vestry with Mrs. Archie Bowlev
and Mrs. Thomas Maker as cochairmen.
The Executive committee of
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit No.
1, American Legion Auxiliary met
Wednesday night at the home of
the President, Bernice Reams
Plans were formulated for a Na
tional Vice Presidents Conference
to be held at the Legion Home.
November 30. Mrs. Dorothy Mills.
Belgrade, National Vice President
of the Eastern Division will be a
special guest. With her will be
Mrs. Elodie Renard Department
president; Mrs. Isabel Pinkham.
Department secretary and Mrs.
Edith MacNeil. Vice President of
the third district, More details
later. After the meeting a surprise
birthday party was given Mrs
Annie Alden, past president of the
unit.

BORN
MacRea—At Vinalhaven. Oct. 25
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacRae
A car owned by Mrs. Verna Heath (Barbara Webster), a daughter—
Linda Louise.
of Jefferson and a car driven bv
DIED
Lorraine Ward of Waldoboro were
Miller—At Thomaston, Oct. 27,
in collision while driving toward
Rockland
yesterday.
Damages, Dana S. Miller, age 70 years, l
month, 28 days. Funeral Sunday
$200 to Heath car; minor damages at 2 p. m. at the Federated Church,
to the Ward car. State Trooper Thomaston. Interment in Village
Cemetery, Thomaston.
Ray Foley investigated.
Crowley—At Portland, Oct. 27
We have the best potatoes this Lctta M.. wife of Harvey D. Crow
year we have ever seen—Green ley, formerly of South Thomaston,
age 57 years. Funeral Sunday at
Mountains, US. No. 1 Grade, in 2.30 p. m. from Burpee Funera!
spected and approved Handsome, Heme, Eastern Star Services. In
sound, top quality We urge you to terment in Ash Point Cemetery.
drive over and see these amazing
CARD OF THANKS
potatoes — only $2.95 per 100
We wish to express our sincere
pounds. We deliver free within thanks and appreciation to friends,
reasonable distance and at the dock neighbors, and relatives for their
beautiful floral tributes, and kind
for island trade. Hillcrest, Route expressions
of sympathy extended
1, Warren.
99-104 to us during our recent bereave
ment.
Mrs. Fannie Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
David Hill and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Bowdoin Miller.
Warren.
103-lt

Have your watch repaired by the
most expert craftsmanship, tested
and timed by tne New Scientific
Watchmaster machine at Daniels
lewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.

iet.f

Mali Orders Filled

For social items in The CourierGazette. phone 1044, City.
59tf

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE

That Generations
to Come may

It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument Let
us help you. No obligation, of
eourse.

Remember

ROCKLAND MARBLE &

GRANITE WORKS
20 LINDSEY ST„

ROCKLAND

TEL. 600

75-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street
Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

CARL M. STILPHEN
lady Assistant
24 HOUR AMBULANCB
SERVICE

* choosing a family monu
ment, your choice is no!
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you End lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is

I

Chester Brooks
WARREN,

TEL 98

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
67-S-tf
BULK \
"r
*

PHONE 701

Election and installation of offi-,
cers will be held Nov. 5, at a day
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange,
at Medomak Valley Grange, Bur
kettville. Mrs. Nellie Hascall of Au
burn, State Grange secretary, wil!
install. No degree work will be
planned.

The young people of the First
Baptist Church had a hay ride
Thursday night With William Don
ahue as driver the group rode out
by Chicawaukie Lake. When they
returned to the church, refresh
ments of cocoa and doughnuts were
served. Those attending were: Rev.
J. Charles
MacDonald, Millard
Hart, Charlotte Cook, Janice Beal,
Judy Burns, Jane Pendleton, Jan
ice Stanley, Alberta Sprague. Prls
cilia Burton, Jeanne Merrill Bar
bara Clark, Beverly Kitchmg, Dor
is Benner, Katie John-on. Gloria
Sewall. Louise Priest, Marion Lind,
sey, Donald Paulsen, Larry Bcli,
Manley Hart, Raymond Pendleton
Donald Taylor, Clifton Ross and
John Blackman.
Kenneth Cassens has a 10,000
word novelet in the November issue
of the Blue Book, featured on the
cover page.

Postmaster Everett N. Hobbs of
Hope leaves today for Chicago to
attend the convention of the Na
tional Postmaster's Association

Richard Senter. son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Senter, 236 Broadway,
is one of 3000 freshmen admitted
this Fall to Syracuse University,
according to Keith J. Kennedy,
registrar. Senter, a 1948 graduate ol
Rockland High School is enrolled
in the College of Sine Arts, School
of Art.
The Girl Scout leaders association
met at the scout room of the Com
munity Building Cct. 25, with nine
members present. Chairman Marie
Studley opened the meeting. Elzada
Barstow was elected treasurer and
Kathleen Harriman was elected
representative to council. Mrs. Ras.
ahack gave a demonstration on
hammered pictures out of copper.
Cider and cookies wree served by
Marie Studley and Neva Wiggin.
CARD OF THANKS

I wish lo thank my relatives,
friends,
North Haven Baptist
Church, and North Haven Grange
for the beautiful flowers, fruit,
cards and other g fts received; also
the nurses, Dr. Weisman, Dr. Polis.
ner, and Dr. Daniel, during my stay
at Knox Hospital. Rockland and the
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary.
Portland.
Mrs. Meribah L. Crockett,
North Haven.
103*lt
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank Aurora Lodge
of Masons, the Forget-Me-Not
Chapter of the Eastern Star, the
many friends and neighbors for the
many kind deeds and sympathy
during the illness and death of the
late Harold Clifford Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Anderson,
Mrs. Ida Collins and Family. Wil
liam Robinson.
103*11

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
It is with deep regret and sym
pathy that we record the death of
our beloved brother, Bertrand
Mitchell.
Be it resolved, that we, the mem
bers of Georges Valley Grange No.
196, of Appleton, Maine, extend to
his bereaved family our heartfelt
sympathy.
Be it further resolved that as a
tribute to the memory of our late
brother, our charter be draped for
a period of 30 days, and that a
copy of this resolution be transmit
ted to the family of our deceased
brother, that a copy of this resolu
tion be transcr bed on the minutes
of our Grange, and a copy be sent
to the Rockland Courier-Gazette
for publication.
In behalf of Georges Valley
Grange No. 196, of Appleton, Maine.
Fraternally Submitted,
Clara L. Wentworth.
Marguerite Griffin.
Nettie Pfister,

which has been admirably re
modelled to fill all wants In com
mon with all other citizens. I was
much pleased to see the depart
ment occupying such a fine heme,
yet it seemed almost sacrilege to
have the building in which so many
of us have enjoyed those thrilling
roller pole games pass cut oi
the picture as a skating rink for
Remember the foremen's levees?
I remember being in the Copper ever anti ever.
In place cf a pcorly equipped
Kettle dining hall one Sunday nocn
body
of volunteer firemen such as
when the diaphone sounded its
shrill blast. Two strangers sitting the one which formerly answered
Of Knox-Lincoln Counties
near me almost leaped from iheir the bell alarms we now have a per
manent body of salaried men ready
seats.
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post
For Heaven's sake what was lor fire emergencies at the drop of
the hat, and splendidly headed by
At Thursday night's meeting 8’ that!” exclaimed a woman.
Chief Van E Russell who since
members were present with Vice
Host was also conveyed to f res,
Commander Epps acting as com in hotse-drawn wagons in the early} coming into office has been respon
sible for many of the improvements
mander.
days. Three companies had then, i
TJiree applications were accepted the N. A. Burpee Hose Co. a; the which have been made, and who
—Donald Moran. Richard Kirk. North End; the James F. Seats! handles his department from a sci
entific as well as a pram cal stand
Melvin Demass.
Hose Co., where the Rockland P - |
the -ay for
Arthur S. Robinson's name was lice Station is new located and the ■ point. Foitunate
Re,
kland
when
he
was
.selected as
drawn from the membership bowl. Gen Berry Hose Co., where the Sea
the city's fire chief
He was not present, making the Scouts new have their home.
total $21 for next week.
Three Outstand n-; Fires
Americus Hock & Ladder Co. had
We were not able to get the mov quarters on Spring street.
Now speaking of Rcckland fires,
ing picture Nuremburg Trial'' in
Each company had a ' levee" in where would I beg.n and where
time for Thursday's meeting. It the Winter season, and the event would I stop if I marshaled in a
will be shown at a date to be an was preceded by a parade, headed row all of tho'e whicli I have seen
nounced later. Wilbur Senter pro by a Rockland band. And after and reported in mv newspaper
vided the entertainemnt by show the levees had been held and the career.
ing some very interesting moving "divvy'' counted, each company
There have been three outstand
pictures that were much appre had a banquet, to which, I am ing Main street fires in recent
ciated.
happy to say. I was unfailingly in decades two of them m close prox
Rockland football fans need not vited. While I was serving in the imity to our newspaper home.
The first cf these destroyed a row
feel so badly because the Tigers Iso; City Government, back in the Ninein Houlton, for in the very next i ties. I was a member of the fire de- of buildings exttnding from Fargame Houlton beat the strong partmeni committee, and 1 remem well Opera House (now Masonic
Greenville team 27 to 12 for its ber new how I cnee rede in one Temple) down to Limerock street,
fifth straight victory.—Owen Os of tiie parades seated beside Mayor and including the office of the
Rockland Opinion, a short distance
borne in the Bangor News predicts John Lovejoy in a barouche
up Limerock street. A remarkable
that Brunswick will beat Rockland
Two fire tragedies
13 to 6 today. Well. Brunswick has ' The famous Commercial House feature of this conflagration was
been going good.
! was far ahead of my time and all the fact ttvtt the mercury stood
| i know about the tragic death of at 28 degrees below zerc on the upAlcoholics Anonymous meeting
pas te corner of Limerock and
Sun and Wed.. 7 30 p m. 43! Main i James F. Sears is what I have
St.—adv.
55-S-tf heard and read. The only oth Main streets. Th s lire occurred
er death resulting from a fire on the last day of the year 1917.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
accident, which I can remember, The Naval Reserves were staticned
in the North End Barracks oppo
UNFURNISHED Apartment oi befell John Minihan, when the site Rankin block, and the heroic
four rooms and bath to let Call Thorndike & Hix block on School
work of those men may have been
at 100 UNION ST.
103' ti ) street burned.
FURNACE one-pipe, hot air. fcr } The Rcckland Fire Department the means of preventing the fire’s
sale. TEL. 824-W after 5 p. m.
j has undergone a striking metamor further spread.
1C3-101 phosis t $64 word > in the past 59 or
Thomaston Man's Hero:sm
I remember of watching this fire
BLACK Iron Stove with oil burn 69 years. In place cl the crude
ers, for sale, very reasonable. TFI
from the law office tf Frank B.
677 or go in Bitler's and ask for equipment to which I have already Miller (over the present Moran in
“Sid.''
103-lt referred, we have today one cf tne
surance office) together with Judge
BOY’S Blue Snowsuit Hat with | best outfitted departments in the
fur-lined ear muffs, lost, Wednes State, not forgetting the new aerial Miller and the late Rcdney I
day afternoon at Park Theatre Re. ladder, which stands ready to meet Thompson. Mr. Thompson's law
ward.
Kindly return to MRS
office was located directly across
MONT DANIELLO 26 Walnut St.. i any emergency, except tree climb- the street over what was then the
,
tng
for
pet
cats.
City. Tel. 1546,
ICS" 104
Maine Music Store. We watched
Old fire buildings replaced
its destruction, helpless to prevent
In place of the five fine smali
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette i buildings in which the Department it.
In the 29’s occurred Rockland’s
j was formerly housed, we now have
worst fire, the one which began in
, a central fire station in the build
in Central Garage (formerly Berry
ing formerly known as the Arcade
Bros.' stable) and spread northward
to Winter street stopped there
partly through the heroism of
Alex. Wilson cf Thomaston, who
crawled to the cornice of Singhi
block and extinguished the blaze
the shirt with
which started there.

(Continued from Page One)
lem. although some doubi existed
whether it was a false alarm or
the real thing.
You remember when the diaphone was given its tryoui One
man doesn't remember it for he
drpoped dead witli the siren's first
sound.

Legion Posts

Harvest Home
Fair and Supper

the soft collar that

won’t
wrinkle • • •

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

* *— <*
«■ »•»
•*<** ot Aqm menwmMf *
Mrlu, h WwtWU. »■ M
•* A,O« WWMWl

102-103

At a special Town Meeting
held at the Town House. Union.
Maine, Oct. 10, 1949.
The in
habitants of Union, Maine, au
thorized the selectmen to sell a
building and lot, located near
the town house and known as
lhe James Griflin Cider-mill, to
the highest bidder.
Sealed bids will be received
jy them for this property until
Monday Nov. 7th, 1949, 7 P. M.

E. A. Matthews,
J. R. Danforth.
L. F, Barker,
Selectmen

wwwwetrc<nvnvnt!•e’sw

at

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT!

245 Main St., Rockland
Tel. 511
Official Station 684

(66 years of service)

Don’t Forget—November 2

BUILDING AND LOT
TO BE SOLD

NOW

rararamamaiararanjamamaiarei

1883

APPLETON
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 2
Supper. 5-8 P. M.,—Tickets, 50c
FAIR—ENTERTAINMENT
AUCTION

192-105

100-103

i-tf

COMMUNITY BUILDING

ever!

Have Your Car
Inspected

STANLEY’S
GARAGE

1949

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

new!

t

$3.95

55-S-tf

RUMMAGE SALE
SALVATION ARMY
9.00 to 12.00

SATURDAY. OCT. 29
101 102

Boston Tailoring Co.
DRY CLEANING, PRESSING,
REPAIRING and ALTERING
All Work Guaranteed
359 Main St., Up One Flight

Please'Em All.1

At 7.30 P. M.

Whatever their reading tastei
Whatever their Interests
A magazine subscription
gift will bring them

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

Auspices Knights of Columbus
tt-tf

joy this Christmas

The Magazine Man
Kockland, Me, Tel. 35-W
,U-

Peerless
Engineering Co.

AUTHORIZIB MAOAZINI
R E PRISINTATIVI

485 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 744

YOUNG’S ORCHESTRA

Rockland, Maine

TEL.

WILL BE CLOSED
UNTIL
NOVEMBER 14

168-M

103-lt

Installations, Sales
Service
AU Types of Plumbing and
Heating Equipment
101-103

uajzjajBrazrajzrerafiUBfararajgjar

WHY NOT NOW!
This is the time to fix that dock—Fill in on your

100-103

mow/
The Courier-Gazette
Printing Department
IkMiMtMlMlMtMtftMiMdiMIlliM

property and waterfront.
Winter storms will soon be here!

ORDER

Large Assortment of Modern,
Colorful Designs.

itUiMOKlZED DEALER
SKYWAY LUGGAGE

BEANO

\ NEW AND BETTER BEANO
EVERY FRIDAY NIOHT

Dr. Perley R. Damon

Printed with Your Name.

ROCKLAND
m qmf

"Laff It Off" is the name of the
big variety show sponsored by Wey
mouth Grange of Thomaston to
raise funds for their building.
There will be about 200 local people
in the show.
"Laff It Off" is a newspaper re
vue where the headlines come to
life Home town folks impersonate
famous columnists and give the
lowdown on what happens behind
the headlines. The show moves
continuously from one scene to an
other just as a person reading a
newspaper turns from one section
or feature story to another part
of the newspaper. This show is a
new idea in home talent technique.
Rhymes for Riches is part of the
show in which the audience is
given an opportunity to compete
for valuable prizes. The Inquir
ing Reporter works among the
guests and not only gives prizes
but takes a flashlight picture of
those interviewed.
Specially costumed choruses fea-

FRED E. HARDEN

THE OFFICE OF

Christinas Cards

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

“Laff It Off” Presented By House-Sherman, Inc., Will
Thomaston Grange Has
Participate In Huge Cros
Unique Features
ley Programs

DANCE

i n.

The big news in white shirts!—
the new Van Heusen Century!
Its comfortable collar stays
wrinkle-free all day—without
starch or stays! The points
can’t curl up. It’s one woven
piece of special collar fabric
with no fused or stitched
layers to work apart or fray.
Wide-spread or regular models

Tops All “Giveaways”

Playing Round and Square Dances.
OPEN IOR ENGAGEMENTS.

Century

Three

House-Sherman. Inc., Rockland,
will be one of thousands of appli
ance dealers participating in a
$2,009,003 "Giveaway to tep all
“Giveaways" to be conducted by
the Crosley Division, Avco Manu
facturing Corporation, and its dis
tributors thtoughcut the country.
House-Sherman, Inc. describe the
"Giveaway" as "the simplest to en
ter and easiest to win—and by far
the biggest—in history."
Prizes will include nearly $2,000 000 worth of New 1950 Custom
Model Crosley Shelvador refrigera
tors to be given away by dealers,
and 125 awards to grand prize win
ners nationally.
To enter, it will be necessary
only to write, in a few words. "Why
I Should Be Given a New 1960
Shelvador Refrigerator."
Entry
blanks on which to write may be
obtained without obligation at
House-Sherman. Inc.,
The best local entry, as judged
very nearly ( n the she of Willough by a committee of prominent cit by block
zens of the communiy. will be
In the early hours of the morn- awarded a new 1950 custom model
ng I telegraphed the story of Shelvador refrigerator, having a ca
Rockland's half million dollar fire pacity of 9 cubic feet.
to the Bcston Globe and the news
National entries will be forward
was cn the Globe's bulletin board ed to Crosley headquarters for the
hours before the great bulk of additional selection of national
Rockland citizens became aware of grand prize w nners.
the conflagration.
First national prize will be $10,000
Long Range Grass Fire
in cash and a complete Crosley
The Mascnic Temple fire was of j kitchen, having a retail value of
such recent origin that I need at $1520; second- prize, $5000 in cast)
tempt no description. I was head plus a complete electric kitchen;
ing for The Courier-Gazette office third prize, $2530 in cash and a
early that morning when John complete electric k tchen; fourth
Richardson telephoned to me that prize, $15£’9 in cash plus the kit
Mascn c Temple was all ablaze. I chen; fifth prize, $1009 in cash plus
wrote the story while the fire was at the kitchen; next 20 prizes, com
its height, and the conflagration plete electric kitchens; next 100
was not under control when our prizes, new 1950 custom model 9-cupaper came out with the story, il bic-foot Shelvador refrigerators.
lustrated by several pictures made
Both national and local entry
on the spot.
blanks will be available beginning
Away back when I was a school ! Oct. 15 and the final deadine will
boy there was another Main street be Nov. 30.—adv.
fire which I recall, and that was the
burning of the Wilson and White turing High School girls gives a
bio k standing just north of the colorful and tuneful note to the
Thcrndike Hotel and now owned show. The big number "The Syn
by Benjamin Segal. I can see teday copated Wedding" in which these
the front of that block solidly en girls are featured shows a wedding
cased in ice. for it was a frigid Win ' to music and rhythm.
ter day, and the water froze when j Two big scenes in the production
it had scarcely left the hese.
include the Sport Page Review
I Gave Poor Advice
which is a fast high stepping num
But except for a brief reference ber done by chorus girls in special
to the big grass fire which swept costumes telling of sports events
from the vicinity of the City Farm throughout the nation and the
nearly to Glen Cove I must call a smashing climax in which “Na
halt for lack of space. That fire tions Unite." Rehearsals are being
destroyed several buildings in the held each day and evening and
vicinity of Lake Avenue, and I have complete names of all those in the
always felt gu lty about one of cast will be released within the next
them, for I had told the owner, a few days, according to M‘ss Mil
woman, that I did not think there dred Lamson, the director of the
was the remotest prospect of its show, who is highly trained and
catching. And it probably would experienced in putting on home
net have caught if anybody had talent shows throughout the coun
Rockland's Worst Fire
I was prepar ng to retire when , thought to burn back the dry grass try.
the alarm sounded. Some premoni at the rear of it.
One or two old Station Agent
tion told me to gc lo the scene of
Maybe I will think up some more
the fire, and I arrived there before fire recollections one of these days, Stoves in fair condition, are wanted
the general alarm had ceased that is, if anybody feels interested by John Meehan & Son, telephone
j 21-W2, Rockland.
102-103
ringing. I went to the rear of the in the recital. .
,
Central Garage tin back cf it) but
didn't stay long for the roof col
lapsed and I serambltd to a place
of safety. It was an exceeding!}'
Every Saturday Night
hot fire, and I remember that Wil
SPRUCE HEAD
loughby blcck a three story brick
COMMUNITY HALL
t tuiture succumbed to the flames
j _ _______________________ 103-S-tf
as though it had been a house of
cards. Strand Theahre is located

Van Heusen

BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE

Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175

Home Talent Show

FROM MEMORY’S REALM

Notes Of The

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

hacked by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Page
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

property now!

Protect your

We have plenty of stone suitable

for above purposes which we will deliver for hand

Speedometer

ling charges.

(Don’t

Repairing

forget,

Better do the neoessary work now.
we

have

all sizes

granite

boat

mooring stones with chain attached.

And Testing Of All

JOHN MEEHAN & SON

Chrysler Products.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., KOCKLAND, ME.

66-tl

Alfred C. Hocking, Supt.
PHONES 21-W. ROCKLAND and 56-13 TENANT’S HARBOR
____________
_____
________ 102-104

4

Page Four

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN FARM AND GRANGE NEWS
Drop In Egg Prices

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX ANO LINCOLN COUNTIES

RALPH WENTWORTH’S CORNER

Will Mean the Enlargement
Of Government Buying,
County Agent Discusses Matters Of Interest
It Is Said

officers elected for the new year:
President Joan Hart : vice presi
dent. Jane Robbins; secretary. Ann
Ludwig; treasurer. Jane Hart; club
reporter. Alma Beverage, with Mrs
Bernice Robbins as leader.
Other members of the club are:
Mary Richardson, Judith Payson.
Patricia Perry. Helen Mank Char
lotte Hunt and Esther Jones.
There was 100 percent attendance
at this first meeting which was
held at the home of the assistant
leader. Mrs Ellen Ludwig, The
girls are enrolled in various pro
jects, canning foods, poultry, home
improvement, and sewing
Experiments in gas-tight cold
storage for apples are being con
ducted by the Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station, announced Di
rector Fred Griff ee today This
research is made possible by the
recent remodeling of the buildings
at Highmoor Farm in Monmouth
to provide facilities for research
studies in the storage of fruits and
vegetables.
Melvin Stuart Fuller, of Liver
more Falls, has been awarded thP
Esso scholar; hip at the College of
Agriculture. University of Maine
The award was made at a meeting
of the University of Maine 4-H
Club. This $403 scholarship awarded
each year to some Maine boy who
has completed three years as a
member of a 4-H club and who is
at present a member.
Next. Wednesday night Megunti
cook Grange will confer the first
and second degrees on a class of
candidates. Deputy Eugene Rarkliff of St. George will inspect the
work. A picnic supper will be
served at 6.30
European corn borers caused less
damage to Maine's corn crop this
year than for several years past,
reports Dr John H. Hawkins, asso
ciate entomologist for the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station.
One reason for the decrease in corn
borers was that many Maine people
covered corn refuse, stalks, cobs,
and husks by plowing or spading
them under the soil last Fall Then
they picked up and burned any
pieces of corn stalk found on the
surface in the Spring. Dr. Hawkins
recommends this as an effective
way of controlling the corn borer,
although sweet corn for local mar
kets or canning also needs to be
treated with insecticides during the
growing season.

To Farmers, Young and Old

Georges River Grange

Pasture Practices

Soil Conservation

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning

Nelson Bros. Garage

POWER Wood Sawing Unit with
power pulley adapter and governor
for sale. F M. RIDER, Rockport,
Maine:
102*104

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
eaeh for eaeh line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
•
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements which
require the answers to br sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be acrepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will he maintained for these ads.

Costs Less—Saves More!

Venetian Blinds

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!

United Home Supply

B. Large Apartment House In
Roekland. Good location. Sound
business proposition. Ask us the
price.
Listings wanted on all types
of

real estate and businesses.

have buyers ready to buy.
list your property with me.

I
So

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.
HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537.

CAMDEN
83-tf

“Now Is The Hour”

28 PARK STREET.

ROCKLAND

MAINE,

Recreation Meeting

TELEPHONE 700

tices,

such

as

contouring,

Appleton Boosters 4-H Club, lead- cropping, and terracing.
er. Mrs. Sheila Hart, reports that j
----------------- ■
Recreation meetings are being held 8ubj^

strip

Fireproof Garage Co.

WINTER ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 889
92-tf

DRY Hard Wood, Lumber Spruce
Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON, In
graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. 89*103

STOVE length Dry 81abs, delivered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
$19, small load $10. Hardwood sawed
as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf

CITY Service Range and Furnace
Oil; del. anywhere ln Rockland,
Thomaston. Warren; prompt and
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L.
R. TURNER, Old County Road,
City.
85t.f
DRY Hardwood, first grade forsaje^
mostly maple. Stove length, $18
per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren

36-34.

914 f

4

VEGETABLES, wholesale and re
tail.
Cabbage, squash, potatoes
and Turnip, for Winter storage
CURRY & BOWLEY, head of Tal
bot Avenue.
83tf
Sl'JsaL Rails 60 lbs., several thousand
feet for sale Good for boat railways
5'ar<1 to ’tack lumber. JOHN
MEEHAN * SON, Clark Island. Tel.
Rockland 21-W2. A. C. Hocklna Penant’g Harbor. Tel. 56-13.
Mtj
WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
Repairing. Pick up and deliver. Tel.
rUPP^Y
'
OAB * HOM1

%0»l

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER--------

Come inTodayt

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.

17 REAL ESTATE
1. Cape Cod Colonial, 3 fireplaces,
town water. 8 rooms, $5500

2. Seashore Home in Owl's Head,
, modern conveniences, year ’round
i location. Priced under $3000.
Rockland City Homes, priced
! from $$3200 to $12,000. A home for
every income.
If you want action in selling your
home, just phone 551-W2.
EDWARD W. COFFIN.
Owl's Head
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
103-106
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
THREE Manchester Puppies for
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.
sale. 3 months, old; weight when
fully grown, about 5 pounds. MRS.
LOST AND FOUND J. D. AKERS, 138 Limerock St., city
TO LET
Tel. 1392.
102-104
APARTMENTS
DIAMOND Bar Pin lost in or
BROODER
Stoves
(3);
Buck
Three-room unfurnished Apart near Knox Hotel Thomaston, Oct. eye 120 A size, excellent condition;
ment to let, bath, cellar and shed, 17. Reward for return to RICH Sheep—Hampshires flock of 31, for
first floor; wired for electric range ARD PARKHURST, Winchester sale; also hay priced low for quick
. 103-105 sale. TEL. 387-W1
or can use coal or oil stove; has oil Mass. Phone 6-1720.
102*104
burner stove for heat ; 37 UNION
CRAWFORD Range with oil
St. City.
FOR SALE
burner and hot water coil, for sale.
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
TOURIST Home, for sale, <n Inquire 72 MECHANIC ST.. City.
ment. with toilet. Tel 1234 or 1154
102*104
V. F. STUDLEY.
109f| Thomaston. Write "T. H„” care
The Courier-Gazette.
103-116
ESTATE
Heatrola
for
sale.
No. 72,
APARTMENT in Camden to let,
five rooms, pantry, shed, nice cellar ^CASTINE-BUILT Motor Launch, wood or coal. TEL UNION 28.
102*104
and flush. Downstairs. Nice and 16', 314 h. p.. 1 cylinder Hartford
sunny. No objection to children. Motor, for sale; all in very good
SWEET Cider, fresh from the
Soon available.
PHONE 2052. shape, $95. STANWOOD BRYANT. press daily; McIntosh Apples;
103*lt Johnson. Dry beans; Fall vegetables
Camden.
102-104 11 Pearl St.. Camden.
LARGE Doll Carriage, for sale, for sale, at the STILES FARM,
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart in good condition. JOAN SCAR Camden Road, Rockport.
Tel.
ment to let, private bath, heat and LOTT, 12 Talbot Ave. City.
256-W1.
101-103
lights furnished. Call at 100 UNION
103*105
GLENWOOD, small white range
ST.
101*103
SUPER Flame, twin pot, oil burn with cil burner, watercoil and
THREE-ROOM partly furnished er used only six months; also col grates. Used 3 years. Reasonable.
Apartment to let, hot and cold lapsible Baby Carriage. $15 27 TEL. WARREN, 18-11
102-104
water. TEL 276-M.
101*103 FULTON ST., City.
103*105
GLEiywoOD C Kitchen Range
GALVANIZED Na'is, mooring with Lynn oil burner. Excellent
FURNISHED Apt., 2 rooms to let;
steam heated, hot water, private chain, used marine equipment and condition. Reasonable for quick
bath, electric kitchen 67 TAL3OT paint for sale. MORRIS GORDON sale. ALFRED FREDETTE. Tel.
101*103
AVE.
101-1C3 & SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W. Rock 367-W1.
land.
103tf
BALED Hay and nice Winter
ROOMS.
Board
by
day
or week;
WEBBER? INN
rel
W-S Thomas
LYNN Oil Burner for sale, com Squash for sale. NEIL RUSSELL.
ton
ztf
101-103
plete with 2 bottles in perfect con ) Tel. 408, Lake Ave., City
dition. May be seen at 20 Orange
CHROMIUM Stroller and Carrier
St. or TEL. 229-M..
103*105 for sale, practically new, $17 TEL
WANTED
BAY Mare, for sale, 9 years old. VINALHAVEN 114-5.
101*103
ROCKLAND Residents not con sound, clever, work, single or double
PURE Extract Honey for sale, at
nected with other churches invited priced right. M. L. LEONARD,
$1.60, 5 pound can in first zone.
to First Baptist Sunday School each Rockville. Tel. 1592-M1.
1C3*1O4 TYLER S. DAVIS, Union. ,101*105
Sunday 12 to 1.
lC3‘lt
GIRL'S Coat, for sale; red and PIGS and Shoats. MASON JOHNMEDIUM-SIZE Pot Burner Cir black plaid, flare back, with hoed, SON.
West Meadow Rd., City. Tel.
culating Heater, wanted, in good size 15. like new. reasonable. TEL.
553-R.
101*103
condition. TEL. CAMDEN 33.'2.. 73-J. 20 Oak St., City.
103-lt
NORGE Oil Burner, With two oil
.
1C3TC4
_______
PLAY Pen, for sale; also gabar- I drums for sale. TEL. 176-W
HOUSEKEEPING Position for dine Ski Suit, size 18 months. TEL.
101*103
103’lt
elderly couple cr elderly woman 735-M.
HUNTER
’
S
Trip
Insurance.
Ex
alone, wanted. MRS. R. M. OLIV
TWO Storm Windows for sale,
ER. 37 Knox St,. Thomastcn 1C3 It 51x31 inches, one light below, two ample: 10 days $10,000 for death,
$5C0 for medical, premium $54o’
WE want to buy all kinds of above; also three wood-slat Vene Other examples quoted on request.
Scrap iron and metal motors, ma tian Blinds, all in excellent condi- S. A. LAVENDER. Thomaston. Tel.
chinery, batteries and rags. High t'ens. Blinds 54x32 and 36x32. 369
99-103
102*103
est prevailing prices will be paid ivory. PHONE 1593. city
LONG Slabs, $6 load; dry sawed,
for these items. MORRIS GOR
DON & SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W., MISCELLANEOUS approx. 1 cord. $8; jumbo load, $10.
Delivered. WM A. HEATH. Tel.
lC3tf
011*103
TIRES replaced on Baby Car Warren, 32-5.
RELIABLE Person wanted, to riages,
CLEAN, Dry Slabwood. sawed
Carts and Tricycles. RAYE'S
drive party to West Palm Beach. CRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St., City stove length, $10 for jumbo cord
Fla. for their transportation. Write
94*S*103 load No delay, simply call HILL
XXX. care of The Courier-Gazette
CREST, Warren, Tel. 35-41 for fast
CHIMNEYS
cleaned
and
re delivery.
103*104
96tf
paired. Prompt service, years of
IF it’s a Magazine Subscription experience, go anywhere, including
SAWED Dry Slab Wood for sale.
you want, jusi call FRED E. HAR out of town ALBERT E. GROVER, Free delivery, $8, approximately
DEN. The Magazine Man., Phone 4 Warren St., City Tel. 1030-W. one cord. RAYMOND MILLER.
35-W. Rockland, Me.
io3-105
103*106
101-103 Tel. Warren 32-22.
ROOMERS and Boarders, want
DO
your
Fall
plowing
now
No
ed, by day or week; 150 Main St., job too big or too small. Phone
Thomaston.
103-116 408, NEIL RUSSELL, Rockland,
WILL do Laundry Work at my Lake Ave.
101-103
Best Quality
home. TEL. 934-W.
102'lt
Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery
TYPING to do at home or in an
Free Installation
office wanted. TEL 256-Wl.
TEL. 939
102-104
STORM Windows wanted 31x66,
TEL. 763-J after 6 p. m.
102 103
579 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
ELDERLY Lady wanted, to board.
94-S-tf
AGNES HALL Tel. Warren 57-11.
Note These Two Values!
*
101-103
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route
POTTED Hardy
Chrysanthe
mums, 50c, 75c, $1.00; Fine Tulip
1. Fine view of Penobscot Bay
Bulbs, $1.00 per doz. Cut Flowers
and Islands. An Ideal spot for j and
I WILL BUY
Potted Plants.
DEAN’S
GREENHOUSE, 325 Old County
Cabins. Ouly $2500.
1st and 2d Mortgages
Road, City. Tel. 348-J.
98*160

The current drop in egg prices
is expected to enlarge government
buying under a price support pro
Bernard Newbert, of Waldoboro, the third Saturday of each month
gram designed to assure producers
a national average of 90 percent says that their new freezer plant in at the Community Hall. Fifty boys
Waldoboro will soon be in opera- and girls attended the meeting last
of parity through 1949
The support program does not l tion . The work has come along Saturday.
Mrs. Ruth Pease of Hope, who
attempt to assure any individual rapidly during the past few months,
producer grade or quantity of eggs 1 and as he says, “We hope to have | attended Recreation Camp at Lovell
the support price In carrying out | it ready for the deer that will be last Spring teaches two or three
new folk dances at each meeting.
the support program, ihe govern- shot next month. "
|
A
great
deal
of
spoilage
takes
4-H Clubs from other communi
ment does not buy shell eggs.
place each year due to the warm ties are invited as special guests.
dried eggs.
! weather in November when the
Appleton Community Club spon
It offers processors a price
hunting season is at its peak. With sors these recreation meetings by
dried eggs which enables them
the new locker in operation, much providing the hall and new records
pay producers 35 cents a dozen
for the various folk dances.
shell eggs. Processors selling dried | of this meat will be saved.
Albert Orff of Cushing, the
eggs to the government must certi
fy that they paid at least that ■ County blueberry leader, has bought
I a new burner to be used in burnamount
The regular meeting Oct. 19 wa3
The current drop in shell egg | ing his blueberries. This is the first
well attended. 49 members present
one
procured
in
the
county.
The
prices, officials said, should encour
and five visitors. The worthy lec
age processors to step up their buy Monmouth Canning Co. at Liberty
turer had a surprise for the mem
had
one
last
year
which
was
used
ing and drying of eggs for sale to
bers, as his program was moving
| in the county.
the government
pictures put on by Mrs. Schwatz
In
a
recent
article
by
Secretary
In turn, this increased buying for
and Mrs. Sewell. Tlie former trav
processing should take up some of of Agriculture Brannan, he points
the extra supplies now available out the importance of Agriculture eled through Ireland England,
and prevent the national average to city dwellers, ill One-third of Norway. Sweden, Denmark and
price from dropping below support all our manufactured goods depend France the past Summer and the
on Agriculture for the raw mater pictures were those taken by her
levels.
ials. 12) Agriculture produces food. She gave a very interesting talk on
J (3» Almost cne-half of all the money each view and held the interest of
1 the American consumer spends goes all present for over one and one
1 for products that originate on half hours. All present are very
Ten Good Ones Recommend i farms. <4> About one dollar in four j grateful for a very interesting proed By the Extension I of the revenue of the Nation's rail- gram.
; roads is obtained from transportsThe roll call at the Pomona
Dairy Specialist
tion of Agricultural products.
Grange held with Frederick Richie
Here arc some pasture practices
In
connection with the AnnualGrange Oct. 18 showed nine of
recommended bv Richard F. Talbot,
Farm Bureau membership drive, Georges River’s members present,
Extension Dairy Specialist. U. of
there has been a number of new
Past Master Newell and Mrs ;
M.:
men members join this year. The Newell made a business trip to 1
Selection of good land for pas
final
figures showed 817 renewals Boston over the week-end
ture purposes.
and 196 new members for 1950.
The mal1 carrier from liberty to
Consider pasture on same basis
Apple Quality High
'
Brlfast
over Route 3, Guy Dow. has
as crop land, needing lime and fer
had two weeks' vacation from his
Apples, with their bright color,
tilizer applied annually.
work. Clayton Stickney of Liberty
Practice rotation grazing in sev distinctive flavor, and many meal
has been his substitute.
eral pastures and combine rotation uses, are the big feature of New
Farmers report a good yield of a
of cash crops with pasture area England Food markets these days.
very fine grade of potatoes in this
Supplies are plentiful: the quality
when farm set-up permits.
section.
Utilize surplus feed for grass and is generally excellent; and prices
Tlie Grange is making its plans
are unusually low.
clover silage
for “Booster Night."
Esther D. Mayo, Home Demon
Depend on more extensive use of
stration Agent of the Agricultural
ladino clover silage.
Adjust size of pasture plots to Extension Service urges home
makers to feature apples for fresh
size of herd.
By Roy Gross. Soil Conserva
Clip one time or more, pasture eating, in pics and other desserts,
tion Service, Waldoboro.
areas which have been unevenly in salads, and jellies, and cooked
either alone or in combination with
grazed
Good crop rotations provide for
Plant some of the newer grasses other foods.
Due to the large production this the systametic cropping of the land
and clovers; Brome. Reed Canary.
year and the generally excellent ln “ way that wU1 stabilize the
Birds-Foot. Trefoil, etc.
Use supplementary crops: Winter quality, apples are in the good- soU’ maintain or “"Prove fertility,
rye. oats millet and sudan grass food-buy class; and Mrs. Mayo says yields’ and the nutrient value of
to insure against feed shortage.
that now, at the height of the Fall crops. The rate of soil loss must
Use night pasture.
marketing season, is an ideal time be reduced below the maximum
Read The Courier-Gazette
rate consistent with permanent use
to use apples in the meals.
In purchasing apples, keep in of the land, and at the same time
EVERY USED CAR
mind the signs of a good quality the land must produce economic
WE SELL IS
apple Buy apples that are firm returns' Obviously, the type of roand mature, but not over-ripe. If |
_that sh™ld be,used on any
GUARANTEED
A 90 day guarantee is attachen the variety is one that should have given piece of farm land will de
to the good Used Cars we sell.
a large amount of color, look for pend on the characteristics of the
land.
Speedometer Repair Work On
Plenty of ears—all makes. Fast
well-colored apples.
• • • •
All Chrysler Make Cars
turnover. Just the car you want.
Different varieties are especially
If the land is very steep, only
suited for different uses; and the sod crops or trees can protect it
DREWETT’S GARAGE
consumer who buys apples with a against serious erof.jon
Jf jt
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
515 MAIN ST..
TEL. 720
knowledge of varieties and their gent,y ro„ingi rotatiQns
|
On Real Estate
ROCKLAND. ME. 50-tf
ROUTE 1.
WARREN, ME.
best uses can make wiser purchases. vide a
cover tWQ Qr
g
TEL. 33-3
"UNCLE BEN"
Mrs. Mayo says that apples con- i Qut Qf three
48-tf
to five years will keep
tain small amounts of Vitamin B the soil from deteriorating.
12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me.
and C. as well as some minerals;
• • • •
Tel. 670
and she suggests eating them un
A cropping system, to be fully
87-tf
peeled to get the most food value.
effective, must be supplemented _______________
Apples with slight bruises can be with other conservation practices, PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
good buys if they are to be used such as good seed, timely opera $4.00.
HUBBS, 69 Park St Tel. 199-M.
immediately. But those that are tions, contouring, terracing appli
103*108
badly bruised are not so good a buy cation of plant food, amendments,
ANTIQUES, Glass, China, Furniture,
old Paintings, etc.. wanted
CARL E.
as higher-priced apples which are j return of crop residues and ma FREEMAN. Qlen Cove Tel. Rockland
free from soft bruises.
j nures, strip cropping, etc. accord- | 103
8tf
4-H Leader’s Party
ling to the needs of the particular
Faustina Gushee, assistant leader field or farm.
Will Pay Cash
of Appleton Boosters and Allan
Much of the benefit derived from
Martin, assistant leader of Coggan's Hill club of North union. ^.rowin8 sod croPs is due
the in- for real estate no matter where lo
won the highest number of points fluence that these crops have upon cated or in what condition. If priced
in the games at the leaders’ party the binding together of soil par
right will make cash bid and pass
Monday night at the Union Metho ticles. The improved structure ac
companying
this
binding
together
papers at once.
dist Church Vestry.
Plans for 1950 were discussed by permitted rapid movement of water
Club Agent. Loana S. Shibles, and and air into and within the soil
"UNCLE BEN"
4-H problems were presented by the and consequently prevented exces
12 MYRTLE ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
sive runoff.
various leaders. Mrs. Sheila Hart
• • • •
TeL670
of Appleton taught one new game
Rotations for soil and water conand five other games were played servation must:
87-tf
with prizes to the two highest scor
Supply cover or protection of the
If you like steamed clams, you
ing contestants.
proper kind and amount at the know ho.v luscious they are, but
Attending were: Mrs. sheila Hart time when it s most needed.
the shells are a bit on the clutiery
Esther Hart, Faustina Gushee, and
Condition the soil with vigorous side--throw them in an old news
Walter Lind from Appleton; Lillian
growing grasses and legumes to re paper. Bundles of old papers, lo
Reed. Edna Butler, Donald Reed, sist erosion when clean-tilled crops cents and up at The Courier-Ga
No. Appleton; Mrs. Lura Norwood,
zette.
62’aw
! are grown—also include cover crops
Gwendolyn Norwood, Hope; Allan
__ __ .
,
J
to supply organic matter and as
Martin, Mrs. Mary Smith, Jackie ___ _ __ _____ ,
HALF-TON PAY LOAD —with 98 cubic feet
See the Features that
J
: near year-round protection as posload space, provides ample room for
Hawes. Union; Maynard Tolman, i sj|jje
Save You Money on Delivery
bulky loads.
Mrs Margaret Andrews West Rock
Include use of soil amendments
FUNCTIONAL BODY — means quicker, easier main
FULLY-ENCLOSED CAB — has every feature for
port; Cecil Annis, Simonton’s Cor
and fertilizers, as high fertility is
tenance and lower maintenance costs, more ac
driver’s safety and comfort . . . arm rests,
ner; Hazel Gammon, North War
Time to have your car
necessary for effective erosion concessibility for engine and wheels.
ventilator, vent-wing windows.
ren: Carolyn Lufkin. East Warren; ■ ..
.
trol, maintenance of organic mat
DISTINCTIVE STYLING —an asset to any business.
104-INCH WHEELBASE —makes vehicle comInspected!
Irving Lufkin, Jr., East Warren and
ter, and economic production.
LOW VEHICLE WEIGHT-reduces gas and oil ex
pact and easier to park; shorter turning
Frank Flagg, Jefferson.
Stop
in
Now—Today
Provide for best use of crop resiradius improves maneuverability.
pense, increases tire life.
Others: Herbert Butler, North
' dues, manure and cover crops, es
THRIFTY 4-CYLINDFR ENGINE -has power for every
INDEPENDENT FRONT-WHEEL SUSPENSIONAppleton: Betty Austin. Union;
and let us check your car.
need, gives miles and miles of dependable, trouble
pecially while land is in row crops.
gives a smooth, level ride, protects fragile
Mrs.
Cecil
Annis.
Simonton's
Cori
free performance.
cargo.
Include other needed supporting
ner.
soil and water conservation prac-

Maine 4-H Clubs are making
plans now to observe 'National 4-H
Achievement Week November 5 to
13. Kenneth C. Lovejoy, State 4-H
club leader for the Agricultural Ex
tension Service. University of
Maine, says the purpose of the week
Is to report the accomplishments
of Maine 4-H members during 1949
and to reccgnize the fine work oi
members and local leaders. Again
during the past year Maine led the
Nation in the percentage of 4-H
club projects completed
Four-H
work is open to young people be
tween the ages of io and 21 who are
interested in farming and home
making.
St. George Grange met Friday
night Oct 21. The State Deputy.
David Carroll, and his wife were
present to preside over the meeting
which was inspection in the second
degree. After the meeting short
talks were given by guests and Pa
trons, the Hatch family rendered
several songs. Refreshments were
served following the meeting.
Plant scientists in Maine and
elsewhere are breeding better and
better potatoes. Two bushels of
spuds grow today in the United
States on the same area that grew
one bushel 25 years ago Factors
causing this increase in yield in
clude use of certified seed, c ncentration of the crop in favorable
areas, effective control of insects
and the development of improved
varieties Dr Stevenson thinks the
adoption of improved varieties is
one of the most important reasons
for larger production
Mt. Pleasant Grange of Wes'
Rockport met Oct. 24 at the En
gine Hall. It wa decided to have
Booster Night Nov. 7 and invite
Glen Cove and South Hope Granges
and the public
Nov. 14 at Mt.
Pleasant Grange will be inspection
night with State Deputy David
Carroll inspecting.
Virginia Baker, of Nequasset
Happy Go Luckies of Woolwich
won the "Table Setting" contest
with a perfect score This is the
first contest to be held for the new
year. The girls met at the home
of the leader. Mrs. Jean Carter
and practiced setting one cover
properly before the final judging.
Others competing were: Vivian
Presby. Arlene Cromwell. Priscilla
Cromwell. Luella Cromwell. Shirley
Beal and Janice Lebel.
Frank Reed, poultry specialist, in
his recent "Timely Topics for
Poulttymen" explains the value of
potatoes as a poultry feed and howbest to use them They must be
either steamed or boiled
His
recommendations are six to 10
pounds daily per 100 birds, and will
replace 2 pounds of scratch if the
mash scratch system is fed If the
old mash system is fed, four pounds
per 100 layers is enough. At the
rate of six to 10 pounds daily, a
poultryman would want 1 ton to l'v
tons monthly per 1000 birds
Ann Ludwig, secretary of the Hill
Top Juniors of Hope, reports these

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

MORE
Speed and Uniformity
with

Modern Automatic
Little Giant Press
PRINTING OF
SUPERIOR QUALITY

The Courier-Gazette
Job Dept.
Raymond L. Andersen, Supt.

22-aw-tf

Btone Walks, Flagging, Wall SV—
Paving. Property Markers, Honor Rolls
Pier Stone, Outdoor Fireplaces, Rip
for Breakwaters and Piers. Boat MowInga and Chain. Culvert Stone
•'EVE31YTHINQ IN QRANITT*
BPILDINQ STONE
JOHN MEEHAN Jt SON
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 21W2
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant's Harbor M-18
___________ _____________________ 4-M
CONCRETE Products for sals—Burial vaults, septic tanks, building posts
outside concrete work, air compressor
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 1438

1«

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDINa

Rpwling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MM
TEL. m-w
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Pearl Carver and Pat Frey; club
reporter, Emily Hudson.

WHAT THE 4 HERS DID

A New Feature In Hen Business

Plan Ladino Plot

Simonton’s Corner

Byron Haining secretary oi Green Feed For Poultry Is
Worth Considering, Says
Simonton's Corner Ayrshire Dairy
Clilb, reports that the assistant
Frank Reed, Specialist
leader. William Annis instructed
Green feed for poultry is worth
the boys in taking soil samples.
Each boy will take soil samples be considering now as a basis for next
fore the next meeting with material year’s planning, extension poultry
A summary of the project work of Walpole; John Blake of Union
received from the County Agent.
specialist Frank Reed says. His
done by 4-H members in Knox- and Mary Albee of Boothbay.
Herbert Annis's birthday was suggestion is that a small plot of
Lincoln counties in Beans, Can
Dairy
celebrated with cake and ice cream ladino clover (one-fourth to onening, Chick Raising and Dairy fol
Thirty-five aninfals valued at for refreshments.
lows:
half acre) be located handy to the
$3511 were raised by the 30 boys
West Rockport
Beans
laying house, and that green feed
and girls enrolledl in the Dairy
Amateur Farmers of West Rock be cut daily with a scythe and fed
Three and thirty-seven hun project. These 4-H members are:
dredths acres yielded 4965 pounds Esther Hart, Jean Fish, Faustina port sent a leaflet to each family to the layers in confinement at the
4of beans which were valued at Gushee, Ronald Moody, Frank Hart, in the community with a notation rate of about four pounds per 103
$664.54. These were raised by Don Roxanna Gushee Maxine Fish, on the fire stations and their tele birds.
ald Reed, North Appleton; Earl Vanessa Moody, Albert Moody, and phone numbers. This was done dur
Pound for pound, freshly cut
Gammon and Gilbert Martin of John Clark from Appleton; Allan ing Fire Prevention Week. There short green grass or ladino con
Warren: Kenneth Bartlett, Bliss Martin, Dwight Howard. Kenneth are 11 members in this group with tains as many vitamins and nutri
Puller. Jr. Kenneth Noyes. Merrill Bartlett, and David Lloyd of Union; Maynard Tolman as leader and tional “factors" as most of the
Orff and Wayne Upham of Union. Clinton Jewett Jr., Joseph Russell, Margaret Andrews assistant leader. very expensive supplementary vita
West Southport Girls’ Club
min and “appetizer" feeds for
Donald Blair, Robert Russell and
Canning
Campanwagan Girls 4-H Club which poultrymen spend thousands
Eighteen hundred and seventy- Philip Russell of Whitefield; Mor
one pints of fruits, vegetables, gan Barbour, Charles Dolham and and White Cloud Boys plan to have of dollars.
The feeding of green feed is of
greens, meat and fish were canned Carl Wood of Warren; Herbert An their next meeting on Nov. 15.
particular value during the first
West Rockport
by 14 4-H club members the past nis, Richard Cash, Howard Simon
Singing Sewing Girls of West few weeks after the pullets are
ton and William Annis of Simon
•^fear and were valued at $54.34.
Completed canning: Nancy An ton’s Corner; Donald Perry and Rockport met at Carol Lunden's housed while they are becoming
drews and Viola Starr of West Thomas Perry of Hope; Mary Jane home with 100 percent attendance acclimated to the drastic change
Rockport; Sadie Gammon Avis Webb of North Edgecomb and Ann at their second meeting. The girls from free range to confinement
put the Health-Habit sheets in Green feed during this period helps
Gammon and Violet Mitchell of Carleton of Aina.
their notebooks to work on later. to keep down picking and cannabilDresden Mills
Warren; Faith Ludwig and Patricia
Robert Spenser was elected presi Brownies were served for refresh ism, and may possibly be a factor
Perry of Hope; Esther Hart, Don
ald Reed. Frances Reed and Ellen dent at the first meeting of the ments by Mrs. Lunden. The next in preventing some of the so-called
Reed of Appleton, Jeanine Wooster Clover Club of Dresden Mills Sat meeting is to be held on Nov. 8 at “bluecomb" troubles frequently ex
of Appleton and Jennie Blair of urday, held at the home of the the home of the leader, Nancy An perienced in just housed pullets.
Also, for confined layers during
leader, Roger Frey, and David drews.
Whitefield.
the Summer months grass or clover
Chick Raising
North Appleton
Fitch tvas elected as secretary.
Five thousand and sixty chickens
The boys are taking woodwork
President Nancy Pease had charge provides extra vitamins which are
valued at $6239.32 were raised by ing and started making Christmas of the meeting of the Sunshine of benefit—particularly for hatch
the following 18 club members dur presents for their mothers. The Girls Wednesday night at the home ing egg flocks. Make plans for
ing 1949: Eini Riutta, Sadie Gam boys were very busy drawing plans, of the leader, Mrs. Lillian Reed. that plot of ladino now.
mon, Morgan Barbour of North sawing and sand-papering the va The girls made wrist pin cushions
work at the home of the leader,
Warren; Elsie Andrews and Henry rious articles started.
and planned their sewing boxes.
Mrs. Mary Smith on Thursday Oct.
Hope
Girls’ Club
Kontio, Jr., of West Rockport;
Walter Lind of Appleton; Herbert
Alford’s Lake 4-H Club led by 27 at 3.00 p. m. Sewing boxes,
Easter River Girls made plans
Lee of Waldoboro: James Davis, for their sewing boxes and holders Mrs. Lura Norwood plans to hold holders and aprons were taken up
Cushing; Ralph Miller Simonton’s at the home of the leader, Mrs the judging contests at the Hope by the club agent, Loana S. Shibles.
Corner; Priscilla Allen, West Dres- Doris Souviney. Althea Fitch is Corner Schoolhouse on Friday, Nov.
For yacking shipments of fragile
. den; Joan Gregoire of Aina; Merle president and the other officers 4 at 3.30 p. m.
merchandise, nothing is more prac
Union
Tarr and Joseph Russell of White- are: Vice president, Nancy Frey;
tical than old newspapers. Bundles
“Little Women" 4-H Club of 10 cents and up at The Courierfield; Bernice Hunt of Thomaston; secretary. Reta Bailey; treasurer.
62'aw
Rowland Brown and Chester Rice Annette Weymouth; color bearers, Union met and started their year's Gazette.

Tranquility Grange To Honor
Mrs. Edw. Leadbetter,
Charter Member

^Summary Of Their Projects Shows Some
Highly Interesting Facts

STEEL IS THE

To All Production In Our Country
The current strike in the steel and coal industries will soon make itself felt

in a shorter supply of all durable goods and

or increased prices.

We have received word from some of our suppliers to the effect that stock
piles of steel can last only a few short weeks even.with the shortened work week

which they have put into practice.

We have lost millions of tons of the metal so vital to our production and if

the strike continues all manufacturing of this type will stop.

If a speedy settlement is made it will mean higher prices.
Our stocks are complete at this time, so—

Henry Teague of Warren, a nov
ice in the hen business by his own
admission, has incorporated one of
the newest features in the business
into his new laying shelter.
First of all, he constructed a 36foot laying shelter from plans ob
tained through Wirthmore and
Cornell University, which is 112
feet in length. A similar plan has
since then been issued by the Ex
tension Service of the University
of Maine.
Continuing with new advances, he
took the advice of H. E. Botsford of
Cornell and installed a darkened
nesting room for his flock of 1200
birds. The room was a radical de
parture from general practice where
nests are set up in the open under
normal hen pen lighting.
The nesting room, 13 by 16 feet
in size, contains 150 conventional
metal nests set three tiers high
reaching to the eaves of the low
posted laying shelter.
Entrance to the darkened room
is through an opening about one
foot high and approximately six
feet in width through the wall be
tween the pen and the nesting
room.
To test Mr. Botsford's reccommendations he set 90 nests in the
i open in the usual manner and
waited results. The hens flocked to
I the darkened area in preference to
those nests in the light.
He reports that the biddies show
a three to one preference for the
darkened room. He recalls one day
when the nests in the open yielded
34 eggs while those in the new
nesting room gave 500.
The idea of the thing, as he ex
plains it, is that the birds prefer
a darkened area to the light for lay
ing. Also, the gathering of the
nests in one room makes the hens
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HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
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THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
55-S-tf

PHILCO

AUTOMATIC WASHER
WRINGER TYPE WASHER
GAS RANGE
HOME FREEZER
IRONER

NOTICE

WINTER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
BOAT

FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER
ELECTRIC RANGE

STARTING OCT. 1
Daily Except Sunday
Leave Vinalhaven .... .... 8.00 A. J
Arrive Rockland
.... 9.30 A. J
Leave Rockland
.... 2.00 P. I
Arrive Vinalhaven
3.30 P. 7

HOOVER CLEANER
UPRIGHT
TANK TYPE

With The Homes
Thomaston Group Has Been
Organized—All-Day and
LeaderMeetings
The Home Demonstration Agent
held an organization meeting in
Thomaston at Watts Hall, and the
new group was organized for Ex
tension Work in 1950 with the fol
lowing officers and projects leaders.
Chairmen Eleanor Clark and
Lida O'Neil, assistant; secretaries,
Sybel Mills, Dorothy Jameson and
Edith Whitten; home management,
Carolyn Whitten; foods leader.
Harriette Buzynski; clothing lead
er. Nellie Butler assistant, Helen
Aho; 4-H Representative, Kath
leen Hunt: child care, Jean Butler.
All-day meetings held with the
Home Demonstration Agent next
week are:
Nov. 1: Waldoboro Farm Bureau
at Meenahga Grange Hall, Swed
ish Weaving. Foods Leader, Mrs,
Hazel Ludwig, will appoint a din
ner committee to serve dinner at
noon. Members will bring huck
toweling and 4-ply yarn to make
a bag.
In the picture above, the conventional galvanized metal nests are
Nov
boutn Waldoboro at Mrs.
shown, tiered three high to the eaves. Below, Henry Teague stands be- Gladys Patrick’s, Planning Your
side the only opening from the pen to the nesting room. Other than at Wardrobe, with Mrs. Ruby Farnegg gathering lime, the room is in total darkness.
ham and
Smalley on

do the walking instead of the i months ago started construction the dinner committee. A film strip
farmer walking over a pen area to' to Machias, wherehe published i will be shown in the morning on
collect from widely scattered nests. The Union Republican for several “The Maid of Cotton for 1949.”
The decision to build the 36 foot years and later a printing office Basic wardrobe will be discussed
laying shelter was prompted by specializing in book work, he was and garments used to demonstrate,
Teague’s father, Edwin Teague, of city editor of the Waterville MornLeader Meetings
Nov. 1: Simonton Farm Bureau
Warren who has been in the hen ing Sentinel.
business for the past 30 years and
He and Mrs. Teague take about at the Community Hall, No-Knead
who recommended the building as three hours daily to care for the Rolls in charge of Mrs. Cecil Annis.
being ideal for laying hens.
flock of 1200 and collect the eggs. Mrs- Loana Shibles, Mrs. Joyce
The younger Teague left the
Several poultrymen have already Balokovic and Mrs. Violet Annis are
printing and publishing business in visited the new plant to inspect on the dinner committee.
Nov. 2: Bunker Hill Farm Bureau
Machias a year ago to make his feature of the darkened laying
home in Warren and about three both the shelter itself and the new at the Grange Hall, Slip Covers, in
of the new building. Before going room.
charge of Mrs. Leila Lermond and
Mrs. Alice Mayberry. Mrs. Mar
garet Boynton and Mrs. Beryl Hunt
Emerson.
The supper was in charge of the are on the dinner committee.
Nov. 3: North Edgecomb Farm
lady officers, Mrs. Edith Mills, Mrs.
Realizes Goodly Sum From Alice Grant and Mrs Mildred Mills. Bureau, Christmas Gifts to Buy
The quilt was won by Stanley and Make, and Rug Making at
Sale and Supper—The
Quinn. The door prize which was a Eddy Hall with Mrs. Ema Chase
Details
duck was won by Mrs. Frances and Mrs. Mary Jane Webb conNorth Haven Grange held its an Smith The mystery cake was won ducting the meeting and Mrs. Rena
nual sale Oct. 22, with baked bean by Mrs. Ivaloos Patrick, and the Dodge and Mrs. Ruth Larson serving the square meal for health.
supper, and dance in the evening. cake in the cake walk by Paul Start.
Nov. 4: Warren Farm Bureau.
Some of the Grange members
In spits of the storm it was fairly
looked forward to visiting Pleasant Slip Covers, at the Montgomery
well patronized and a goodly sum River Grange. Vinalhaven, at their Rooms with Mrs. Martha Camp
was realized to pay for shingling anniversary celebration on Wed bell and Mrs. Elsa Kigel conducting
the meeting and Mrs. Elsa Kigel.
nesday
the roof of the Grange Hall.
Mrs. Josephine Moody and Mrs.
The food table was in charge of
Leda Martin on the dinner com
Mrs. Louise Staples and Mrs. Flor
mittee.
ence Brown, the apron table.
Scotch Shortbread
Miss Etta Beverage tickets on the
Sift together into mixing bowl 3 ungreased 6" x 10’’ baking pan.
quilt and Mrs. Aylce Beverage had
charge of the grabs. Those having cups sifted all-purpose flour, 1-3 Bake at 350 degrees F. Time: I
booths besides the Grange were cup sugar '-2 teaspoon salt. Cut hour. Yield: 2L4 dozen 1" x 2"
the High School, the Auxiliary, W; in 1 cup butter or margarine antil pieces. Cut into bars before re
S. Hopkins Co. and Mrs. Dorothy fine crumbs are made. Press into moving from pan to rack.
L

North Haven Grange

PHILCO

MAYTAG

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leadbetter
will hold open house 2 to 4 p. m.
Nov. 2 in honor of the 95th birth
day of Mrs. Adeline Lassell who
makes her home there. Her many
friends are welcome. Mrs. Lassell
is a charter member of Tranquil
ity Grange, holds the Golden Sheaf
certificate. She has always been
1 very active in the order. Known
as Aunt Addie to all, she sews,
reads, plays cards and writes
poetry. She has been a citizen of
here most of her life, coming here
from North Haven when a young
girl. Her many friends congratu
late her.
• • • •
Tranquility Grange held a cos
tume ball Thursday night. Music
was by Grieve’s orchestra. Every
one came in costume and enjoyed
the fun. Prizes were awarded.
• • • »
The Ladies Farm Bureau group
were among the many who exhibit
ed handwork and home cooked food
at the Massachusetts Workshop
last week
This group received
first prize for the best display.

Henry Teague Of Warren Is
Using Darkened Laying
With Good Results

LET’S TALK

ABOUT THAT NEW

Subject to change without notice

Recipe Of The Week

SPEEDY* J? STAPLES GARAGE
THERE S ONE OVER THERE
THAT5 NOT LIKE THEM
IT'S always beem

THESE CAPS
OVER HERE.

are practically

)

SERVICED BY

89-tf

STAPLES
GARAGE

ALLIS CHALMERS

NOTICE

TRACTOR
MACHINERY

Change in Schedule North Haven
Boat
STARTING SEPT. 16
Daily Except Sunday
Leave North Haven
8.00 A. M.

CHARLES E. STACKPOLE
ST. GEORGE ROAD,
»»

r

THOMASTON, MAINE
J

•

Her 95th Birthday

Arrive Rockland
9.15 A. M.
Leave Rockland
2.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
3.15 P.M.
Subject to change without notice.

TEL 184-3
102-103

North Haven Port District.

83-tf

rr A

STAPLES GARAGE
TEL

2498,

ROCKPORT, ME.
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VINALHAVEN

SERMONETTE

Newi and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

MRS. OSCAR LANE

This morning. Oct. 13, being
early to church, I had an oppor
tunity to look over a recent copy
of the Ellsworth American, one
of the outstanding weekly news
papers of Maine. It is in its 99th
year but it is as full of interest
as if born yesterday.
From its columns I read of the
150th anniversary of the Eden
Baptist Church, Salisbury Cove.
Mt. Desert. The pastor. Rev
Vernelle W. Dyer, read a letter
from President Truman con
gratulating the church on its 15
decades of Christian service
which he said indicated its worth
to its community.
Rev. John I. Quigg of Sanford
preached and Rev. John S. Pen
dleton. D. D. delivered an ad
dress. The Columbia Street Bap
tist Church of Bangor fur
nished music William H. Young
91 years old, was present. He is
its oldest member
The Sanford Church is said to
be the second oldest Baptist
Church in this State.
On Mt. Desert in 1608, two
Jesuits, Bairde and Masse, first
planted the Panel Cross on
Maine soil; and a French Colony
was commenced. But in 1613 the
French were driven out and the
Papal Cross destroyed, and an
other erected in honor of the
Anglican Episcopacy.
Sometime previous to 1790, El
ders Snow and Case raised the
Baptist standard on the island
and in 1799 the Eden Baptist
Church was formed. The light
which now began to shine, cast
its radiance over the whole
island and the Baptists multi
plied in every part of the island.
Your writer would like to have
had the complete history of this
ancient church as read at this
service. Few churches have been
more harmonious.
God’s blessing shines abund
antly on this people dedicated to
the love of Jesus Christ, our
Lord.
William A. Holman

or telephoned to

Correspondent

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-S
Mrs. Minnie Newbert will be host
ess Monday night to the Beta Al
pha Club at a Halloween party at
her home on Wadsworth street.
Those wishing transportation to
the Pythian Convention Saturday
in Friendship are asked to be at K
P. Hall at 1 o'clock.
Miss Myrtle Haskell of Camden
is guest of Mrs. Sadie Spear for a
few days.
A. Eugene Jellison will be soloist
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Church.
Mrs Robert Mitchell and infant
daughter have returned home from
Knox Hospital.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday at the Baptist
vestry at 2 o'clock. Two quilts are
to be knotted. Business meeting wil!
be at 5 and supper at 6
The 4-H Club met Thursday witn
Mrs. Kathleen Hunt, leader. The
first year girls learned the parts of
a sewing machine. The next meet
ing will be Nov. 11 at the leader's
home.
Mrs Marion Grafton has been
elected secretary of the Past Ma
trons and
Patrons Association.
O.EB.
Rev and Mrs. Clifford Taylor of
East Corinth are week-end guests
of Deputy Warden and Mrs Theo
dore Rowell
Mrs. Frank D. Elliot will be host
ess Tuesday at 7 30 to the Friendly
Circle.
Music Sunday at the Baptist
Church will be: Prelude "Chanson
(Grottom Mrs. Blanche Lermond.
pianist, and Mrs Grace M Strom
organist.

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

Telephone 2214

All boys and girls are invited to
attend the annual Halloween party
at the YMCA Monday night at 7
o’clock. There is no admission
charge All are asked to w'ear cos
tumes. There will be a grand march
in the gym. and the judges will se
lect the winners in the several
classes, best dressed, funniest, etc
The party is sponsored by the Ro
tary Club, in co-operation with the
YMCA. Refreshments will be served
and many games will be played.
Twenty-three members of the lo
cal Hi-Y Club will attend the State
Older Boys' Conference Nov 18-2J
in Waterville. They will be accom
panied by Supt. Lindon Christie
This conference is not limited to
Hi-Y members. Any boy in this
or adjacent towns who is interested
may get in touch with Herbert Lo
renz, secretary YMCA The regular
meeting of the club was omittea
Wednesday because of the Hallc
ween dance
Judge Zelma Dwinal was guest
speaker Tuesday at the Lions Club
dinner at Wadsworth Inn. The sub
ject of his talk was "The Functions
of the Municipal Court Frank
Leonard, chairman for the beano
party recently held at the Opera
House, reported that $938 85 had
been made for the Emergency Polio

WARREN

utc

ews

ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent

for the one-act play, "Mushrooms
Coming Up,'' auspices of the PTA„
the cast meeting with Mrs. Ro
land Berry, who will direct the play
In the cast are, Mrs. Miles Leach,
Mrs. Charles Kigel, Mrs. Tauno
Manner, Mrs. William qgvies, Mrs.
Waino Lehto and Miss Irene Penny.
Mrs. Willis Vinal entertained ■<&
supper recently, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Lawrence of Houghton Lake, Mich ,
Mrs Robert MacKenzie and Mrs.
J. Homer Nelson.
All materials are on hand for the
two room annex to the Junior High
school building. Leroy McCluskey,
building committee chairman re
ports. Pipe for the new water main
to the school, has arrived, and the
building committee hopes the two
new class rooms will be ready foi^
use Nov. 30.
Schools closed Thursday and Fri
day during Teachers Convention in
Bangor.
Speaker at the recent meeting of
the Congregational Brotherhood,
was Rev. J. Homer Nelson, his sub.
ject, "Adventures in Italy." New
officers elected are: Merrill Fiske,
president; George W. Walker, vice
president; David White, secretarytreasurer; program committee, Re^,
Mr. Nelson, Leroy McCluskey, Mau
rice Lermond, Fred Perkins Jr.,
and Willis Vinal. The Brotherhood
has planned many projects and the
next meeting will be Nov. 17.
Word has been received from Mr.
and Mrs Ernest Lamb of their safe
arrival Oct. 13, at Greenwood.
Miss. They have started activities
in organizations with which they
are affiliated.
A district convention for Pythiar«4
Sisters of this district will be held
Saturday night with Friendship
Temple
Mrs. Tauno Manner, Mrs. Laura
Starrett and Mrs. Arthur Starrett,
attended the Health Councils meet
ing held Wednesday in Union.

Telephone 49
At St. Bernard's Catholic church Charles Ma Donald. on “The
Masses on Sunday are at 8 and 11 Greatest Battle." The prayer and
The monthly meeting of the
o'clock. Benediction of the Most praise meeting will be held on Tues.
Mr. and Mrs George Newbert
Knox
Evangelical Ministers Fel
day
at
7.30.
Friday
a
Word
of
Life
Blessed
Sacrament
at
3.30.
Dailv
and Mrs. Allie Lane were guests
lowship
will be held Monday at 11.30
Rally
will
be
held
in
the
church
at
mass is at 7.15. At St. James
Wednesday of Mrs. Cora Carlin. A
Church in Thomaston, mass Sun 7.30 under the leadership of Jock a. m. at the Montgomery rooms.
New England dinner was served.
Dinner will be served at noon by
days is at 9 o'clock, and at Our Wyrtzen and his male quartet.
Miss Carolyn Grant and Mrs.
• • • •
the Baptist Circle, followed by a
Lady
of
Good
Hope
Church
in
Clifford Robinson of Mt. Desert
Sunday
at
the
Littlefield
Memor

business
mee.ing and program, the
Camden at 9 30.
were guests the past week of Mrs.
ial Baptist Church. Rev. John A program chairman, Rev. Dorr oi
• • • •
Robert Carnie.
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church. Barker will speak at 10.30 on the Camden in char'ge of the latter.
Mr and Mrs. Merrill Poor enter
Rev E. O Kenyon, rector, Sunday text Thirsting for God." Special
A Halloween party for children
tained Mr and Mrs. Floyd Rob
services wil] be: Holy Communion music will include an anthem by the of the Baptist Sunday School will
ertson at their new home Tuesday
at St. John's, Thomaston, at 8 a. hoir. Sunday school follows at be held at 3.30 Monday at the Mont
evening at the Ferry Landing. Eve
m.. Parish Mass and sermon at 11.45 with classes for all ages. The gomery rooms under direction of
ning entertainment featured, mov
B.Y.F. meets in the vestry at 6 Miss Florence Packard.
9 30
ing pictures and cards. Lunch was
• • • •
o'clock. At 7.15, iollowing the hymnA daughter, Diana Lee. was born
The services at the Church of the spiration of favorite hymns, Mr. Tuesday in Waldoboro, to Mr. and
served Mr. and Mrs Poor and fam.
Nazarene are as follows; Sunday Barker will speak on "Dealing in Mrs. Montell Ross.. Jr, of this town.
ily are having a month's vacation
School 9 15 a. m., Ray -Easton, su Superlatives." Special music will
from Browns Head Lighthouse.
Avard Robinson, son of Mr. and
perintendent with classes for all include a vocal duet by Mrs. Mel Mrs. Ralph Robinson has been pro.
Invitations have been received in
ages; morning worship at 10.45, len Deshon and Mrs. Henry Ulmer, moted to managership of a Singer
town to attend the Twentieth An
conducted
by the pastor. Rev. Cy a selection by the male quartet and Sewing Machine store in Wenat
nua! Vinalhaven Banquet, Dance
ril Palmer; Young People's Meeting a 30 voice Young People’s Choir, chee, Wash. He and his family have
Nov 5. at Twentieth Century Club,
at 6 p. m.. followed by the evening directed by the pastor, will sing, been located previously in Spokane
Boston Please notify Miss Ethelyn
evangelistic service at 7 with the "Peace Be Still. Monday night at Wash., where he has been with that
Strickland. 112 Jersey street. Boston
pastor in charge. Everyone is in 7.30 the annual Roll Call will be company for a few years as repair
for reservations.
vited to these services.
held in the vestry. Tuesday night man
Wednesday night at Legion Hall.
• • • •
“The Influence of Martin Luther"
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post and
Morning worship at the Univers- at 7.30 the regular prayer and praise
service
Wednesday
night
at
6.30
will
be the sermon topic Sunday at
American Legion Auxiliary will hold
alist Church comes at 11 o'clock
a joint meeting preceded by a 6
with kindergarten department lor the Ladies Aid will hold their the Congregational Church.
Selectmen announce that the four
oclock supper
children of pre-school age meeting monthly supper in the vestry. The
Mrs Blanche Cummings was sup
at the same hour. Dr. Lowe, con W.F.H. meets at the parsonage with town-owned snow plows have been
per guest Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
fined to his home with a mild at Mrs. Barker at 7.30 Thursday night. sold as voted at the town meeting.
George Newbert.
tack of grippe expects to be in the Friday night the "Word of Life" Two were bought by Chester Wal
The Antique Club met Wednesday
pulpit to preach the sermon. Sub-’ rally with Jack Wyrtzen at the lace, one was sold to parties in
at 7.30.
South Windham and the fourth to
at the Robin's Nest, City Point,
Ject to be announced. The church First Baptist Church
• • • •
parties in Ellsworth.
with Mis. Lodie Hassen as hostess
school meets at 9.45. Soloist Theo-,
At the Congregational Church.
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Dinner was served and a social day
dore Strong assisted by the Young
Rev Charles R. Monteith, pastor: Baptist Church will be: at 10 a. m.,
was enjoyed by all present.
people's chorus. Appointments lor
Reformation Sunday uill be ob "Saul Begins His Witness," and at
Mrs Edith Williams was hostess
the week include the Chapin Class
served at 10.45 with the pastor's 7 p. m., "Divine Cosmetics.”
to the Night Hawk Club, Wednes
meeting with supper in the vestry
sermon topic being New Wine.”
A special town meeting will be
day evening at her home Lunch
Tuesday 6 p. m The Youth Fellow,
Church School classes for third held Monday night at 7.30 at Gio
was served.
ship meeting comes at 6 p. m. Sungraders and over at 9.45 and for ver Hall.
Union Church
Sunday School
i day.
younger ones at 10.30. Comrades of
The degree team from Bunker
• • • •
meets at 10 a in : Morifing worship
| At Pratt Memorial Methodist the Way meet at the church at 6.30 Hill Grange of Jefferson, worked
at 11 o'clock with sermon by Rev.
Church the Girl Scouts of Rockland prior io go ng to the local Jewish the third and fourth degrees Friday
Fund and had been turned over to Lola White Special selections by
|
will be guests at the Sunday morn Synagogue as guests of Alan Gross, j on three candidates for White Oak
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs Katherine Cucinotta, local the choir Mrs. Leola Smith, organ
ing service of Worship, 10.30. The man. who will present the matter Grange, North Warren They were
ist.
Evening
meeting
at
7
o'clock
Church News
Chairman Fred Hale president of
| pastor Rev Alfred G Hempstead. of "Jewish Worship and Beliefs." Ronald Barbour, and Misses Flora
Harvey Sleeper
of Winthrop,
the CHS Class of 1950, was present with a story sermon by the pastor
[ will preach on the subject, "A Girl Appointments for the week include: and Nola Castner.
Mass., will lead the devotions Sun-4*
ed with a check for $15863 by Leon and selections by the choir, Arthur
Scout's First Law." The Church Monday. Boy Scout Troop 206, at
Mrs. Isa Teague, Mr. and Mrs. day at 7 a. m. at a praise and song
Crockett as proceeds from the Brown organist.
School will meet at 11 a. m. for Pri. | the church; Wednesday, Women’s Phillip Simmons. Maurice Watts, service. As Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper
Lions rummage sale held as a ben
mary and Junior Departments and: Association at 3 in the church. Mrs. Aleda Gorden, and Mr. and
SWAN’S ISLAND
are not year-round residents of
efit for the Washington Trip of the
Officers elected were: President, at 11.30 a. m. for the Youth and^ Circle Supper at 6.15, Mxied Chorus
Mrs. Wendell Studley. attended this village, their interest in church
Supt.
Ralph
L.
Smith
of
Ston

senior class. Walter Wadsworth was
Robert Holmes vice presidnt. Ra Adult Departments. The Youth! Rehearsal after the supper and
Tuesday the golden wedding anni work is appreciated. Mr. Sleeper is
welcomed into membership by Int. ington visited schools here the past chel Joyce: secretary, Mabel Hig
Fellowship will omit their meeting the Business Girls Glee Club at 7.30 versary open house held for Mr.
week.
teaching the Junior Class while
Counsellor Bill Kelley. Stuart Orgins; treasurer, Jack
Whitehill;
Mr. and Mrs. Clevland J. Trask chairman social committee, Molly E. fh order to attend the evening ser-! in the church; Thursday, Odds and and Mrs. Eugene Peyler in North here on vacation. If children plan
beton of Rockland was a visitor,
vice to be conducted by the Worn-, Ends at the church; and Friday. Waldoboro.
to take a part in the Christmas
and Keith R. Sherrard was a guest. spent the week-end with relatives Smith; program, Leila Whitehill;
ail's Society at 7.3J p. m. Everyone! Kupples Kfiib at 7 at the church
Mr and Mrs. George Clark of
Program chairman for the next in Rockland and Thomaston.
fund. Nellie Ranquist membership, is invited to the special service at ’ with a speaker on “China Today.” Sanford were guests Sunday of Sunday School concert, the teach
Mr and Mrs. Isaac Stinson were finance. Chase Savage;
ers will appreciate having all pupils
three months are Donald Calder
• • • •
flower 7.30 p. m. The Boy Scouts will meet!
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Teague.
wood, November; Elmer Young. week-end guests of her sister. Mrs.. Leonard Higgins; advertiser. Velma
attend Sunday School from now oil.
Monday at 6 p. m. Prayer Meeting' I will not doubt, though all my ships
Mrs.
George
Ackley
of
Cutler
is
December; and Norman Fuller Nellie Stinson in Rockland
at sea
The Winter fuel is housed and the
Holmes. Refreshments were served will be held at 7.3U p. m. Tuesday
drfting home, with broken guest this week of Mr. and Mrs. furnace has been thoroughly re
January.
A Halloween Social was held
Mr. and Mrs. Boman are remod and will be followed by a meeting Come
Pearl
Hilton.
masts and sails;
A group of young people from the Tuesday night at Seaside Hall.
paired, taken apart, re-cemented
eling their camp “The Pines” into of the Official Board. The Circle I wil! believe the Hand which never
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn at and painted. In 1947 the Service
Camden and Rockport Methodist
Those registered at Trask House a small cottage.
fails,
Supper will be held at 6 p. m. and
tended the night ball games Thurs.
churches accompanied Rev. B. F. recently were: Fred A. Snow,
Clubs donated $300 toward shing
From seeming evil, worketh good day in Portland.
Mrs. Charles W. Mank made a will be followed by the regular
for me;
Wentworth to the District Youth George B Parsons, Rockland; John
ling the roof. At that time, material
business trip Friday to Rockland. meeting of the Woman's Society ot
Physical examination for fourth
And though I weep because those
Rally held Thursday in Corinna. D. Meehan. Charlottesville, Va.;
was expensive and labor was hard
M ss Athleen Robinson attended Christian Service
graders will be held at 1 p. m
,
sails are tattered,
Reformation Sunday will be ob G. B. Palmer. Auburn; K. F Booth,
•
•
•
•
Still will I cry, while my best hopes Thursday at the home of Mrs Don. to find. The estimated cost of
the recent Rebekah Convention in
served Oct. 30 at the Methodist; Raleigh. N. C.; Frederick E.
shingling the roof today is $500
Rev.
Paul
K
Stewart,
Superin

lie shattered,
Bangor.
aid Mathews. Dr. Fred C. Camp
church at 7.30 p. m . uniting with Grimes. Hallowell.
From the Easter drive funds Sun
"I trust in Thee."
tendent
of
the
Maine
Civic
League,
Mrs. Alford Wiley is ill.
bell will be in charge assisted by
the Baptist and Congregational
day evening speakers are financed
will
be
the
guest
speaker
at
the
1
The Methodist Young Adult Fel
Patrons on the rural route are
Mrs. Esther Long, public health
Read The Courier-Gazette
churches.
to July 1. —by Etta Watts
First Baptist Church this Sunday
lowship met Wednesday at the
nurse.
Rev. Dorr and Loungeway will i home of Mr and Mrs. Charles Joyce reminded to have their mail out in the 10.30 service. The prayer,
, before 11 o’clock.
Rehearsals started Wednesday Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
join with Rev. Mr Wentworth in
groups will meet at 10.15, and the
talks on "Protestant Values of Our York Sunday after spending two
nursery for small children will be
GERMAN WORK CAMP
Times." The Methodist You'll will weeks with the former's parents,
open during the morning service
(Continued from Page Two)
join in the program.
bombardment. Next day the white The Church School, which meets
Mr and Mrs Clyde Hilton.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton attended the flag of surrender was hoisted above from 12 to 1, will be beginning a
six week "Increase Your Sunday
WEST WALDOBORO
recent Rebekah Assembly in Ban the city hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz are gor.
By army-provided transportation School Attendance contest. Don /NV£ST/N US SAWN6S BONOS
in Ann Arbor. Mich . and Chicago,
Eugene Winchenbach is at Nica- we saw Munich, Stuttgart, Amm- ald and Richard Paulsen will be the
for three weeks.
tous Lake where he will be guide ersee. and nearby towns. We took leaders of the Ambassadors few
Mortal jungle combat!..Strange men
Mrs Ella Wallace of South Wal- ; for the Duffy's Camps for several I the autobahn aver to Dakau con Christ meeting at 6.30. The eve'
ning
service
at
7.30
will
include
and
women-in seething scenes stolen
centration
camp
where
we
saw
the
weeks
doboro has been guest of Mr. and
TODAY ONLY—CASH NIGHT"
Mrs. Waldron Osier
Mr and Mrs. Albert Genthner of grisly remains of Nazi torture. Over i special music by the choir and a
from forbidden places!..Filmed
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugley are South Waldoboro were recent call the Bavarian Alps to Berchtesgader. i piano duet, the Bible Quiz, and the “ADVENTURES OF
at reckless risk of life and limbi
Hitler's former retreat, now a rec 1 message by the pastor, Rev. J.
visiting their son Ralph Eugley Ji ers at Irvine Genthner's.
GALLANT BESS”
in New York
Mr and Mrs. Mark Smith of reation center for the occupation
and
Teddy Chase of Chamberlain Marblehead, Mass., are at their personnel We saw the University grarajarajzrajzraiaraarargjgjgjBja
“
MISS
MINK
OF 1949”
of Erlangen, some of the students
spent the week-end with his grand, home here
Chapter No. 5, "Capt. Marvel"
of
which
were
working
with
us
in
parents Mr. and Mrs Dewey Win
Nurnberg. Frankfurt. Cologne and
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
chenbach
In Wintry (old or Summer’s
FRED MacMURRAY
Dusseldorf followed, plus Regen.
Mrs. Arnold Standish spent Fri
Heat,
MAUREEN OHARA
burg, Deggandorf and Passau. We GLOVER HALL. WARREN
day in Lynn. Mass.
There's Always Something Good
WED. EVE.. NOV. 2
saw
a
cross
section
of
Germany
but
To Eat
“FATHER WAS
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Sanders
7.30 P. M.
we thought we knew Bavaria.
At
of Beverly, Mass., were recent guests
A FULLBACK”
$2.00 Minimum Prize.
iTo be concluded)
of Mr and Mrs Waldon Osier.
Z
First single winner plays free
MONDAY
NIGHT
—AT 11.30
Mrs. Willard Fowler Jr., and
HALLOWEEN SPOOK SHOW,
for evening.
LEGAL
NOTICE
daughter Cheryl returned to New
WHEREAS, Clifton Jackson of
Benefit Warren Fire Dept
“GHOST AND
Washington in the County of Knox
103-104
and State of Maine, by his mort
THE GUEST”
gage deed dated the fourteenth day irara/BJgfg/HJB.'grajznfajBiBrejaran
of September 1949 and recorded in
the Knox County Registry of Deeds,
Book 310, Page 34. conveyed to me.
Every Saturday Night
the undersigned, a certain parcel of
'
TELEPHONE
892
.
=
real estate situate in Washington
SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
in the County of Knox and bounded
76-S-tf
ENDS TODAY
Sl
’
NDAY
AND
MONDAY
as follows: ,
Beginning at Jackson Stream at
land of Clarence Moore following
Clarence Moore’s easterly land to
First-Time
highway leading from Razorville to
Jefferson for easterly bound; thence,
southerly by said highway above
RAGING RHINOS! KILLER LIONS!
ROUTE 17, WEST ROCKPORT
mentioned to land owned by Rob
LASSO
HUNT! JUNGLE MAIDENS!
PHONE CAMDEN 8013
LAKEHURST
ert Cargill for a corner, .hence by
Luncheon, 11.30-2.00,
BEAUTY TORTURE! STAMPEDING HERDS)
STARTS TOMORROW
land of said Cargill to Jackson
DAMARISCOTTA. ME.
Daily Except Tuesday
stream to first mentioned bound
HIPPOS UNDER WATER! and many, many moral
3 BIG DAYS
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30
containing forty (40i acres, more or
less, reserving the cemetery thereon.
SPECIAL
I by ARMAND DENIS’Associated in Production LEWIS COTLOW
AFRICA ABLAZE
and intending hereby
and His Orchestra
For the First Time in Glorious
J™. ARMANO DENIS-LEWIS COTLOW African. Expedition
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM to Meaning
convey the same premises as
COLOR!
DANCING EVERY
Noon to 8.30 P. M.
Supervised by JAY BONAFIELD
were conveyed to me by Warranty
SAMUIL OOLDWYN
SATURDAY NIGHT
CLOSED EVERY TUESDAY
Deed from Affie V. Miller dated
A treat that ever adventure
91-S-tI
102-103 May 12th 1948 and recorded in the
This picture will be shown at the Park Theatre—
lover owes to himself
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 302,
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
Page 5>47; whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been breken.
JUNGLE
Now. therefore, by reason of the
j
THRILLS
%■
CMARlfS BICKFORD RAYMOND MASStV
breach of the condition thereof I
s
kICHARD
BASEHART
GK.I
FfcRRRAb
in
Color!
cla m a foreclosure of said mort
W
JOAN EVANS
gage.
IwHI.
I Seal]
®
ip > <
FRANK R. NICHOLS,
October 18. 1940.
NEWS—CARTOON
STATE OF MAINE
dealer
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 1
KENNEBEC SS OCTOBER 18, 1949
8.30-12.00
’
Personally appeared the aboveSTARTS TUESDAY
named Frank R. Nichols and made
TECHNICOLO*
Music By: WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
oath to the truth of the contents
uXSm OthiS
of the above notice.
‘TAKE ONE FALSE STEP’
DOOR PRIZE
NOVELTY DANCE
MMAmTkWS - dWsTcOTUM
[Seal]
Benrfit Knox-Waldo Hairdressers Assn.
WILLIAM POWELL
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720,
ROCKLAND, ME.

Mrs. Lillian Dornan was hostess
to Thursday Club at a picnic sup
per and cards. Honors were won by
Mrs. Forest Stone, Mrs Elmer Big
gers and Mrs. Charles Smith.
Rev. Hubert Leach attended the
recent Eastern Regional Conference
of the Congregational-Christian
Churches which met in the State
Street Church. Portland
Church News
Mass will be celebrated Sunday at
9 o'clock at St James Catholic
Church
Sunday School meets at 945 at
the Baptist Church Rev. Clifford
H Taylor of East Corinth a can
didate. will be the -peaker at 11
o'clock, his subject "Our Work in
the Lord." His evening topic wil'
be 'Obeyed and Disobeyed."
Services at St. Johns Episcopal
Church will be Sunday morning at
8 o'clock.
Wednesday at 2 p. m. the Ladies
Circle will meet in the Baptist
vestry with business meeting at 5
o'clock followed by supper at 6
Monday evening. Mrs Minnie New
bert will be hostess to the Beta Al
pha Club at a Halloween party at
her home on Wadsworth street.
Thursday evening prayer meeting
with Mrs. Minnie Newbert the
leader.
Sunday School will begin at 9.45
а. m. at the Federated Church
Sunday with morning services at
11 o'clock, the topic. " The Renew
of the Churches." Anthem. Come
To the Temple." by Rubinstein.
Youth's Fellowship will meet at
б. 30 p. in Friendly Circle will meet
Tuesday at 7 30 p m. with Mrs.
Frank D. Elliot.

Telephone 85

I

AFRICA’S WILDEST SECRETS
-/# BLAZING COLOR!

CAMDEN THEATRE

BEANO GAME

Your Radio Needs

Regular Checks
A slight jar can

make your

automobile radio sound like a

piece of junk.

Even if it's the

very best of radios it can go on
the

that

blink and we're

ran

fix

it.

the ones

You

should

stop in at least every six months

for a radio checkup.

MEL’S
APPLIANCES
MAIN ST.,

THOMASTON

DANCE

rUkBK®

DANCE
TONIGHT

COLOR THRILLS!

Joe Avery

TEL. 257

ME.

; ROSEANNA ;

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For AH Chrysler Make Cars.
Dodge - Plymouth - Chrysler
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
»15 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
82-ti

’ McCoy’S

DANCE

Your Local

Dodge and Plymouth

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

NELSON BROTHERS GARAGE

1O3-S-HJ0

ROBERT MARTIN,
Notary Public.
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Jack Wyrtzen Coining A Revamped Program

Social Matters

With Word Of Life Quartet To Determine the State Of
In Rockland Friday
Pollution In Clam Test
Next
ing Areas
Transfer of responsibility for
testing clam areas, to determine
the state of pollution, from the
Department of Agriculture to the
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries has been effected and machinery for the revamped program
is ready to go into operation, according to Fisheries Commissioner,
Richard E. Reed.
He said that the action was taken
as the result of legislation which
set up a $25,033 wo-year fund for
a continuous survey of the more
than 53 areas along the coast which
are closed to all digging because
cf pollution.
The lawmakers
charged the fisheries department
with the work which has previously
been done on very limited funds by
Agriculture.
Although his men will make the
tests and compile results, Reed
said that the final decision of openings and closures would still rest
with Agriculture. The figures will
be submitted to that agency which
will determine the status of various
areas and whether or not they con-

Youth Fellowship will assist Mr.
Wentworth in writing a play next
Sunday
The play is around the
story "He Blocked the Road to Littlefield Memorial Church
Will Entertain a Famed
Sing-Sing” and will be given for
Christmas. The play sets forth the
Speaker—All Welcome
value of the minister as a leader in
MHBg
the community. Sunday night the
young people will join with Cam
den in the observance of Reforma
tion Sunday at the Methodist
Church there at 7.30 p. m.
The Try to Help Club will hold
a party Monday n ght at the home
of Joshua Ingraham. Mountain
street Camden. Mrs. Dorothy Mills
and Mrs Beulah Cunningham will
be hostess.
James Trout and Carl Bell are'
drilling wells on Seven Handled
Acre Island fcr Raymond Drinkwater this week,
M s. Edna Ingraham and daugh.
ter. Mrs. Joyce Martin, are v siting
in Norfolk. Va. Mrs. Ingraham will
** returning the last of November.
Mrs. Martin and infant son w 11
lenlaln there, with Mr. Martin, whe
is in the Navy.
Wesleyan Guild was entertained
Wednesday by Mrs. Beatrice Ricn- j _____________________________

Roll Call Monday

ROCKPORT
MRS. LEE SHAW

Correspondent

Tel Camden 2564

UNION
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES

Correspondent

Telephone 2-21

Mrs. Edith Overlock is located at
the Lawrence House in Augusta for
a time.
The Universalist Vestry. The com Banks in Yokohama, Japan. She
The Kupples Klub held a jolly,
mittee, Mrs. Leola Wiggin. Mrs. and the children, Norene, Beverly,
if somewhat spooky, meeting at the
Stella Linekin and Mrs. Kathie David and Michael will embark
Methodist vestry Thursday night.
from Fort Lawton, Seattle. Wash
Haines. Bring dishes,
Sixteen couples found their part
ington early in December.
ners and sat down to a baked bean
A Halloween card party will be
supper by light of the jack-o-lanheld Monday night at St. Bernard’s
A group of girls including Claud,
terns. Tables were cleared and
parish hall, with refreshments and ette Athearn, Judy Campbell, Mar
dishes done, as if by magic, by
numerous prizes.
A variety of ilyn Seavey. Peggy Grispi, Dorothy
both sexes. Games under the direc
games, according to choice, will be Molloy, and Shirley Nelson enjoyed
tion of Florence and Nellie Calder
in play. This is sponsored by the a black cow party Thursday eve
wood, afforded much merriment.
.Ladies' Catholic Club, the com- ning in the game room at the home
^mittee Mrs. Donald Perry, Mrs. of Shirley Nelson Granite street.
A gruesome tale featured ghastly
ghost entertainment, and surprising
Ray Foley. Mrs. Carl Simmons and June Gardi and Joan Talbot were
/.
unable to be present. The girls en
unknown art talent was discovered
Mrs. Wilfred Mullen.
joyed dancing and music.
Youth for Christ of Knox Coun
by the “draw your right hand
Robert McCarty spent Wednesday
ty today announced the coming of
neighbor" contest. Kupples pres
in Portland on business.
Miss Margaret Donahue of Port the Word of Life Quartet and the
ent were Marion and Frank Cal
derwood, Gladys and Clint Cramer.
Ernest Gamage is a patient in land is spending her school vaca director of the Word of Life Fellow
Ethel and John Creighton Sadie
the Cushing Veterans Hospital, tion as guest of her cousin, Mrs. ship, Jack Wyrtzen. This famed
group, not only heard around the
and John Cunningham. Clara and
Framingham. Mass. He would ap Donald Russell
world on regular and short-wave
George Day, Bliss and Martha
preciate hearing from friends. His
Francis D. Harden, dental tech hookup, is now seen in many homeFuller. Aubyne and Herbert Hawes,
address is Ward 212 S .
ards.
Eighteen
members
were
presnician, has returned to the New in the New York, New Jersey anu
ern for the business meeting and
Great interest is bemg shown by Juanita and Schuyler Hawes. Edna
ent tor the business meeting a a the communjty jn the annual Roll
. _
wnWiniev
-,nd n»n
a Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs have England Baptist Hospital, Boston, New England areas by means of
social hour. The next meeting_ will . va
Call
Littleneld Memorial
"La nZ.
„ vof, the
u.r ,„,n,r.,r,u
closed their cottage at Owl’s Head for further treatment.
his television programs on Saturday
be Nov. 9 at the home of Bern.ece ' church next ’ Monday "night as a *ichols’ ^ne and Orevis Payson,
and are occupying their home on
nights and on Sunday evenings.
Emma and Holman Robbins, Doris
Norton
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Nivison
Jr.,
form
with
standards
set
up
by
the
Geist,
Nancy
and
Sheila
Brackett.
result of the article which appeared
Amesbury street.
Well-known here on the coast,
and Bill Robbins, Alice and Ralph
United
States
Public
Health
Servof Nashua, N. H and son Robert, and well loved by all who have ever
Mrs. Cash, mother of the hostess
Thimble Club held a Halloween I Thursday in The Courier-Gazette
Williams. Florence and Nellie Cal
The first meeting of the Univer also daughters Susan and Nancy met him, Wyrtzen's vibrant enthu ce.
served refreshments.
party Wednesday at the home cf The appearance of a man who is
derwood,
Charlotte and Alfred
salist Mission Circle will be held were week-end guests cf Mr. and siasm has caught hold of the youth "Previously we were given the con
Mrs. Vernon Abbott, Mrs. Francis Evelyn Crockeit. Decorations were well-known in Bible Conference
Wednesday at 2.30 in the vestry. Mrs L. E. Blackington, 55 Mason of this area, and they are always troversial job of enforcement and and daughter, Eileen, were recent1 in keeping with Halloween and the work throughout the East, and the Hawes. Plans are underway for
the Thanksgiving party-entertain
Mrs. William Talbot will be the ic street.
glad when they hear of “Jack’s" still had nothing whatever to do guests of Rev. and Mrs Carl Small. favors were in shape of pumpkins presence of local men and women ment by Edna and Bob McKinley,
with
the
testing
cr
determination
of
speaker and will show pictures of
n
supplying
special
music
of
a
All are residents of South Gardi and baskets.
Next Wednesday
coming. The Word of Life Quarte.
Ariel and Clarence Leonard. SupMr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Fo
her western trip. Hostesses, Mrs.
ner.
they will meet at ihe home of Mrs. high calibre, make this one of the I per arrangements will be made by
broadcasts several times each wees operating techniques," he stated.
"Our
definite
aim
is
to
get
flats
Irene Walker, Mrs. Elizabeth Flan- garty had a family girthday party over national
finest
Roll
Call
services
in
the
his

Youth Fellowship members at-! Gladys WiLson.
and international
Clara and George Day. Gladys and
^ders, Miss Maud Hupper. Miss lifT Tuesday night. A b rthday cake hook-ups and the smoothness of opened but diggers should not be tending the District meeting in, Mrs Jennie Richards and Miss tory of the church.
Clint Cramer.
for
their
piece.
Miss
Evelyn
Rackcome
over
enthu>
iastic
as
the
prooMrs.
Gould
and
'Therese Smith,
The Rev. Jack Dow. the principal
Cor.nna Thursday were Doris Rich-; Bessje Philbrook. cf Rockland
their singing, coupled with the
Edgar Barker Philip Morine,
was made by her grandmother. Mrs beauty of the message they sing lem is a highly technical and com ards. Eleanor Auspland, Ralph
Mrs. Johnson.
peak.er of the evening, is one who
were
dinner
guests
of
Mrs.
Etta
Eddie and Henry Knight went Sat
Nathan Witham. was used as the make th?m one of the finest gospel plicated one."
Miller. Carolyn Richards and Rev. Thurston and Miss Ann e Richards will soon be well known in our urday to Nicatous Lake, where they
The Odds and Ends of the centerpiece for the table. Guests
He said that each closed area : g p Wentworth. They were joined
quartets in America today.
The V.H. Beale Corps. WRC1, communities along the coast, for will be joined by another party of
Congregational Church met Thurs. were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur RackThe quartet, with Mr. Wyrtzen, would be tested and re-tested from by Shirley Fuller and Arlene Ma went Thursday to Bangor to at he has exceptional abilities as a
day night in the vestry with Mrs. liff and son "BBobo" Mr. and Mrs
hunters from Vermont.
will be at the First Baptist Church. tune to time with the ones which gee at Camden, who accompanied tend the inspection. Those attend -peaker and singer, and has the
Erleen Harden, Mrs. Janet Dean Nathan L. Withqm and Allen Fo
Miss Judy Payson of Portland is
high regard of people wherever he
Rockland, next Friday night at 7 30. are causing the most hardships get them to the meeting
ing were Mrs. Evelyn Hea’th, Mrs
and Mrs. Leonora Beals as host garty.
week-end guest of Miss Sandra
has
been
The
missionary
confer

All seats are free everyone is wel ting first attention.
Mrs. Goergia Shalou lias re- Alice Marshall, Mrs. Madeline Sha
esses. Mrs. Virginia Huntley won
Morine.
come, for this is not a meeting
Headquarters for the work will j turned home from Rhode Island lou. Mrs. Dorothy Upham. Mrs ences which lie organized at the
thez door prize. The evening was
Attending Mrs. Elwood CuthbertMiss Barbara White, of the ex limited by church affiliations or de
First
Baptist
Church
of
Allentown,
be ai the department’s research. after spending several weeks there, Lillian Simonton and Alice Simon
spent sewing on their Fair project. ecutive staff of the League of
son
’s polio dinner and Halloween
Pennsylvania, brought more than
nominations.
and experimental station at BoothThe WSCS wil! meet at the home ton.
Others present were: Mrs. Laura Women Voters spoke to the Rock
party Friday night were Mrs. Mil
30
missionaries
annually
to
the
bay Harbor. A special laboratory j of Marion Weidman Wednesday
ApCummings. Mrs. Sally Haskell. Miss land League Wednesday night at
Miss Ella Graff is moving back to church, and young people have dred Goff, Mrs. Henry Leonard.
Mrs Charles Berry entertained is being f.tted out and adequate | afternoon to tack a quilt,
Madeline Philbrock, Mrs. Dorothy the home of Mrs. Horatio C at "Bayberry.” Camden, J. S.
Philadelphia this week.
Maimed him as a leader of youth. Mrs. Randall Clark. Miss Isabel Ab
Sherman, Mrs. Pauline Saunders. Cowan. Miss V|hite gave a resume Swayze, of Genera! Motors Fram testing and sampling equipment Is j char,er Member Night cf the
The Senior play cast was an- Mr. Dow’s father was formerly pas. bott, Mrs. Howard McAllister. Mrs.
Eastern Star, will be held Tuesday, nounced by Miss Webber at the
Mrs. Mabel Barnard. Mrs. Corice of work the League has been doing ingham plant manager. L.. Sennett on order.
Henry Hodgkins, Mrs. Edward
Bacteriologist Philip L. Goggins Those not solicited w 11 take sand- Hallcween party Friday. The stu tor of the Eaynesville iMej and
Leach, Mrs. Mabel Folsom, Mrs on educating its members on the and J. Weisler, Oldsmobile repre
Alden Mrs. Curtis Payson and
the
Princeton
(Me.)
Baptist
Elizabeth Hanson,
Mrs. Agnes United Nations. The League has sentatives from the Boston Zone. 1 of Topsham has been engaged to I WjChes.
dents taking part in "The Jade churches, and he himself has been Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
take charge of the program and he
Brewster, Mrs. Evelyn Munsey, Mrs. studied and supported the interna
Herbert Sylvester of Spear road. Ring- are George Heath. Agnes in Rockland as a member of a
John Mullen of Somerville. Mass., will be assisted by technician Rich fell from a staging while painting Sullivan, Gerry Straub, Jchn CavaWinona Gay, Mrs. Elzada Barstow tional reconstruction and expan
youth gospel team some years ago
Mrs Inez Harden. Miss Mary Was sion of world trade. The League who is on a week’s vacation from ard Davey of Belgrade. Both men last week He is re iipprat:ng at naugh, Philip Grant, Shirley Steele at the First Baptist Church.
are
getting
preliminray
training
agatt and Mrs. Luella Post.
his home.
Phyllis Speare, Ralph Simonton.
is now analyzing the Federal taxe' his duties as secretary fcr the Bos
Chester Wiley of Warren. Rayton BBraves, is visiting his parents the laboratories of the State de
Boy Scout Troop 214 opened its Judith Oray, and Ethel Eaton. A I mond Pendleton of Rockland and
and
expenditures
in
order
to
under

Musical circles will be interested
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Mullen on partment of Health and Welfare meeting at the Baptist Church with
DCPCNOABU
M in the announcement on page 3 of stand and support fiscal policies, as Masonic street He is accompanied and are in consultation with the games. H. C. Cowan. District Com cast of under-studies will be an- , the male quartet of Littlefield
nounced soon.
j Church, composed of Warren Whit.
make
for
a
stable
domestic
ecoPMNTINK
this issue that Young’s Orchestra
. U. S Public Health Service and the missioner of Rockland, inspected
by
Mrs.
Mullen
and
daughter,
Mr. Sutherland will be coaching , ne.v of Thomaston and William
SERVICE
is ready for engagements, playing omy. Mrs. Austin Jones, State Kathleen.
department, of Agriculture.
the troop. A board of rev ew fol boys basketball this year. Practice Dorman as tenors, and Arthur
round and square dances. The President, introduced Miss White
Reed said that the State Sanitary lowed the meeting.
Produced Promptly
Committee will begin next week.
i Bromley and John Barker of Rockmusicianship of Mr. Young and his Plans are being made for the
Mrs. Marion Chandler, who ha. Water Board would co-operate on
on our
members
present
were
Arnold
Mc

At
the
Baptist
Church,
worship
land
as
basses,
will
furnish
special
group are widely known.
103 Tt Rockland League to study the been the guest of her sisters. Mrs. the project, furnishing sanitan Pheters, Rev. C. W Small Albert
Automatic Press
I is at 13.45 a. m.. Sermon topic: music. There will also be a program
Current agenda in two unit groups Joanna Dodge. Mrs.EtiaTribou and
i engineering and other technical Rhodes and Rev B. F Wentworth. j -what Saith the Ccriptures about ’ of a lighter nature with an oldNo Job Too Big
jjargraigjBjaiHizrajHizjgrerajBrarar The second and fourth Mondays of Mrs. Catherine Libby .has returned help and advice.
! Boys given credit toward merit ; The Trinity "
xt 11.45 a. m„; fashioned sing, a travelogue sound
the month will have afternoon to her. home in Jcnesport.
Come In and Watch It Work
Oflic.als of towns in whichclosed ' badges for 4-H Club work were j church School meeis. At 6 p m. movie, and fine refreshments served
meetings. The evening meetings
The Y. and O. Club met at the areas are locatedwill be given al j Howard Simcnton dairying, wood- Youth Group meets at West Rock- by the ladies of the church. The
will be held the second and fourth
Wednesdays. Mrs. F. M Faber heme of Mrs. Gecrge Shute. Willow details of the tests and will be ad w rking: Richard Cash, dairying; port. 7 p m evening evangelistic i public is cordially invited to the
CARD PARTY
vised of any steps that must be Herbert Annis dairying, wood- servjce sermon tope: "The Corn- service, and will see why Littlefield
Job Printing Department
local
United Nations chairman street, Thursday night
Present
MONDAY NIGHT
R. L. Andersen, Supt.
with her committee Mrs. E. Stewart were: Mrs. Elmer Pinkham, Mrs. taken to clarify situations that art w k ng, gardening and sheep i paSSioniate Christ.” Thursday, 7 is known as the church that is PHONE
At
770, ROCKLAND, ME.
resulting in the closures
f. i ■! ng. These boys received sec p. m., prayer meeting and Bible "geared to the times, but anOrbeton
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Love

Shirley
Beal
Mrs.
Florence
Pink

100-aw-tf
St. Bernard’s Parish Hall joy. will conduct the program which
"We hope to give the proolen
j
chored
to
the
Rock.
”
rank.
Harold
Crockett,
nd-cia
s
ham, Mrs. Thelma Raekliff, Mrs.
study.
PRIZES and REFRESHMENTS
will be organized by Miss Dorothy Henry Cross, Mrs. Earl Ellis. Mrs. much more attention than it has Hubert Annis. Richard Cash, How
Inspection night of Fred A. Nor- I
Sponsored by
Lawry unit organization chairman. George Shute. Miss Phyllis Shute. ever been given before, he stated j arcj Sum oil. Edward Sullivan and wood Women’s Relief Corps will be
Ladies’ Catholic Club
It is estimated that an annua i Rclind -I
; Anyone interested may join these Also Master Harold Snowman. Jr.,
Marvin Welt received | Monday, supper to precede the
Tickets 50c
; units by contacting Mrs. Thomas Mrs. Edward Sylvester. Late lunch yield of at least a half million dol-j firsl c!a. ,aU.; A troop cemmit- meeting. The inspection officer will ;
lars worth of clams is locked up in J tee meetin. was field following the be Department Junior Vice Presi
!fzraaiaiaraizjaiBiBrararaarajazr. 1 Sweeney.
was served
the closed areas.
board ti re'.i w. The application dent. Mrs. Gertrude Farrar of East
of Roy D G rein? Jr., for Scout Sumner.
master, was re tired and registranrr mou
IN TODB
j ticn of the :o., w.ts rev.ewed. The
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
financial can. pa. ;n also was dis
cussed.
Parishioners here oi St. Bernard’s
^Catholic Parish will be interested
SANTA CLAUS
■ in a Halloween card party to be
Will Be
1 held Monday night at the Parish:
Back At
Hall in Rockland. Refreshments J
PUT
A WEEK
His
tn Series E Savings Bondi
will be served, and a var ety of
through The Payroll Savings
prizes
offered.
This
is
sponsored
!
Toy
Plan. IN M TEAKS TOU WILL
“LET'S SuE, WHAT'S THE FIRE
by the Ladies' Catholic Club and j
OWN SAYINGS BONDS WOMW
Head
DEPARTMENT’S PHONE NUMBER?
MATtnurr taluk
DOUBLE-BARRELED CONTEST!
parishioners of the county are inNATIONAL »OAK> OF RRE UMMiWtMM
quarters
’ vited.
Yes, over $2,000,000 in cash and valuable prizes
Join the
Methodist young people w 11 bowl
to be awarded by Crosley and Crosley Dealers. You get a
Parade
with Mr. Wentworth at the Cam
to
double chance to win! FIRST—a Local Contest judged by
den Y Saturday at 2.15 p. in. Wor
local judges right in your own community. All you do is write
ship Sunday will be at 9.45 a. in.
Rev. B. F. Wentwcrth will preach BITUER CAR AND
your reason in 50 words or less on the Local Entry Blank
To help relieve conges
on “The Stars. Also.” Sunday
tion,coughing, muscular
why we should give you a new 1950 Shelvador* Refrigerator.
soreness, rub on wanning
School w 11 be led by Ernest Crock
HOME SUPPLY
If our judges select yours as the best reason, you will
ett at 10.46 a. m. Mrs Nellie Staples
get a new 1950 Shelvador Refrigerator to be awarded
ROCKLAND
lias joined the teaching force in 470 MAIN ST.,
by us and delivered right to your home.
the primary department.
The

Mrs Sumner Banks has received

Chapin Class will hold its month

ly supper Tuesday at 6 p. m. in notice to join her husband Lt. Col.

t

Ten ladies attended the Knox
County Health Council meeting at
Union Methodist vestry Wednesday afternoon and two of these,
Mrs. Dorothy McPheters and Mrs.
M ldred Ladd, participated in the
panel discussion with Mrs. Lucy
Hawkins. State Welfare Consultant
the theme being the Crippled Child
Conference held at Rockland. Mrs.
Edward Auspland presented a re
port on work accomplished by the
Health Council in Rockport. Others
attending were Mrs. Maynard Graffam. Mrs. Frances Berry. Mrs. Lina
Joyce, Mrs. Viola Spear. Mrs. Mildred Rhodes, Mrs. Wilma Rhodes
and Mrs. Nellie Lawton.
Carol Cash was the young hostess
to a group of school friends Wednesday when they observed Hali0^een with a party at her home.
Trad.tional games were played and
a ghost walk gave the guests many
a thrill. Guests, in costume were:
n
o
• ■
Tinhorn
Donna Small. Patricia Upham,
Small. ____
Carol ____
Ladd ____
Jean
j janjce ____
-rttM-rt Anne Ingraham, Suzanne

HALLOWEEN

The Courier-Gazette

CROSLEY MILLION - DOLLAR
GIVEAWAY

Chest
Colds

SECOND—a National Contest, in addition to and
separate from our local contests, where the
same words you write for the Local Contest (or
different, if you prefer) may be submitted on the National
Entry Blank and compete for the Grand Prizes of cash, kitchens,
and refrigerators to be awarded by Crosley!

SEE US FOR ENTRY BLANKS
AND CONTEST RULES.

Better Products for Happier Liting

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
c»Un V. M «« B. t. Nt OS.

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

ANTI-FREEZE
It Is Not Too Early

ZERONE

to br thinking of your

ZEREX
OR
PRESTONE

New Year Requirements
In the Printing Line

BOJ/F.
AMUtM'KS

142 MAIN STREE|^|

PERMANENT

TELEPHONE 721

BUSINESS FORMS OF
ALL TYPES
LETTERHEADS, STATIONERY
Let Us Show You Samples

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Department
R. L. Andersen. Supt.
PHONE 770, ROCKLAND, ME.
100-aw-tf

AT THE

FIREPROOF GARAGE
WINTER ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 889
n-tt

What is quite so impressive as your own
name imprinted on the holiday greeting
cards you send? Practical too, for you
can whisk out cards in half the time.
Come in NOW and place your order, while
a complete selection of styles is avail
able, and prompt delivery is assured.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
MdtliMlMiAMiMtMtMiMdtMlkMMMlMlkMlMlM
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The Memory Man

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

Iree Talks Of Relatives’
Visit and Has Hymn
Book Hopes

John M. Richardson

And Then I Swallowed-And Swallowed Hard”

-WHO.*..,',

h
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.uamboal that sair tin youthful loyalty of Sidney L. Winslow its paralyzing jolt when he first
laid agonized eyes upon her
t an you name her?

A lively interest was shown in particular mystery te-au.se she waslip identity of las: Saturday s mys- .er. veil known in this area nearly
tery steamer with a wide range o. fifty years The photograph was
answers com ng in Ihe i i tare trade in 1833 at the Vinalhaven
was of the Maine Centrals Sappho dock. The cia'e is east because the
one of the hanJsomest and mos. team, r was burned to the water's
.• uc e sful steamers ten in Pynob- edge a.ter a few months service
cot waters Due to the unu.-ually .nd rebui.t m a to ally different
large response four winners were rig much le. s , ainlul lo ihe eyes.
Photo. Joshua N Southard gift.
picked from Tuesday's mail. Ca
• ■ • •
Neil Burgess North Ha en Mail;
Rowes Wharf In a moment of
Holt Rockland; Mrs. Eva G. Bar
bour. Warren and Capt A. V. something or other the Steamboat
Editor n ade he brash statement,
Sawyer. Rockland

Boston boats Bangor Division, land
ed at Rowes’ Wharf. Boston. Upon
the discovery of the error he crept
into his lair and waited for the
lightning to strike and the roof to
cave in. but nary a brick fell until
yesterday when our good friend
Arthur W. Robinson of Natick,
Mass., and Owls Head, caught the
error.
The truth is that for many years
the Boston terminal of the division
was Fosters' Wharf and the final
years of the service saw the big

Today's mystery ship will be no entirely contrary to fact, that the steamers landing at India Wharf.

THIS IS PENOBSCOT’S “ONLY”

children ol Lincolnville visited Sun.
day her parents, Mr, and Mrs.
Ralph Robbins
Rev. Charles Mitchell, pastor of
the Methodist Church at Union
conducted the service Sunday at
the Advent Chapel.
Mrs. Ina Overlook and son Theo,
dore of East Warren called Sunday,
on Mr and Mrs. David Heminway.

NORTH HAVEN

Vbove appears a picture of the big steam tug Walter Ross which
gen rally dorks at the old "Eastern'' wharf in Bucksport Now 58 years
old. still going strong, the Ross is the Penobscot's only steam tug and is
is one year older than Rockland's steam lighter Sophia.
In the crew list above appear Eddie Spurting, deckhand: Vaughn
Sherwood and Richard Coombs firemen: Capt. Harold Spurling, master;
Frank F. Trafton, chief engineer; Capt. Ray Meade, pilot, (at wheell
and Tom Norris, cook, in center.

book of The Acts. A special gettogether is planned for next Wed
Cards have been received frcm
nesday preceding this meeting.
Mr and Mrs. Adelbert Lajie of
Philadelphia, announcing the birth.
SOUTH HOPE
Ott. 14 of a daughter Mary Eliza
Mi
and
Mrs Arthur F. Hart ar
beth Mr. Lane s the sen of Mr.
rived home Saturday from a vaca
and Mrs. John Lane. Sr.
tion of two weeks at Cape Breton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt anti Island
son who were in Manchester. Vt.,
Mrs Edith Gould has returned
during the Summer and early Fall,
from Camden Community Hospital
are at the Nutt homestead here where she was a surgical patient.
for a few weeks Mr and Mrs.
Miss Lucy Watmough has taken
Keith Crockett and two children of
an apartment in Camden where
Bath were their guests Wednesday
she is employed
night. Other members of the fam
Mr and Mrs Warren Reynolds
ily were home during last week
and
daughters
Jacqueline ana
end.
Cheryl, returned Sunday from a
Mrs. Oliver Counce entertained
visit with Mrs Rebecca Mulvaney
the Tuesday Club this week/
in Providence. R I. and Mr Rey
Services Sunday ai the church nold's twin brother, Allen, in Dover,
include worship at 9.30 a m. with New Jersey.
the pastor. C. W. Small, speaking
Halver Hart, Orono, was guest
on another topic concerning “What Sunday of his mother. Mrs Hazel
Sa ih the Scriptures." Church Hart.
School meets at 10.30. The Wed
Elmer Johnson and family have
nesday evening prayer services are moved from East Union to Mattie
we 1 attended with grewing interest. St. Clair's house.
Mrs Charlotte Frost and three
The studies for the present are the

WEST ROCKPORT

These Motors With New Car Guarantee
6 CYL. OLDSNIOBILE AND PONTIAC, $195.00
CHEVROLET CARS AND TRUCKS, $169.00
PLYMOUTH. DODGE, CARS AND TRUCKS,
DESOTO AND CHRYSLER, $195.00
BUICKS, $265.00
FORD V-8 CARS AND TRUCKS, $159.00
All above motors are exchanged and your motor must be
rehuildable. All above motors and prices are installed in your
ear or truck, include Wolfshead Oil, a set of spark plugs,
ready to drive away. Above models are built in our own shops.
We use only genuine parts such as Toledo-Moog and Ramco
rings on all jobs.
We allow l.’fc off for cash on delivery. Attention garagea!
AU motors can be supplied at wholesale prices.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND. ME..

TEL. 24

82-S-tf

Principal Warren Pressley and
family went Wednesday to Bangor
where he will attend the State
Teachers Convention.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Brown an
nounce the birth Oct. 24 of a daugh
ter. Terry Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Adams and
family are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Adams in Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs. LaForrest Bever
age and iamily have returned to
Lynn. Mass, after passing the Sum.
mer at the home of his parents. Mr
and Mrs. Vernon L. Beverage.
Miss Gwendoline Green. Miss
Fannie Ames. Mrs. Edith Mills and
Mrs. Rose Dyer went to Bangor
Wednesday to attend the State
Teachers Convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Waterman
arrived home Tuesday after a two
weeks vacation
in Marblehead.
Mass.
Mr and Mrs Franklin Waterman
arrived home Tuesday after a two
weeks vacation
in Marblehead,
Mass.
The American Legion Post and
Auxiliary will sponsor a Halloween
party for all the school children
Saturday night at the Knights of
Pythias Hall.

GROSS NECK
Mrs Eldora Gross and Mrs. Ma
tilda Eugley spent a day recently
with Mrs. William Winchenbach at
Dutch Neck.
Mrs Audrey Kiah of West Wal
doboro called Monday on Mrs Ar
thur Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley of
West Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Several notes and a telephone
call have said in effect, ’ write some
more school stuff" and one good
soul wrote. “I had no idea you ever I
attended school, any time, any-1
where!" I like that. Coat fits.
column from time to time about
Ckay, you ask for it—but first. I
Milton Katims who has been con
just want to thank the good rela
ducting the NBC Symphony Or
tives for the visit last week. Just
chestra through this month—the
dropped in unexpectedly. If I ha:i
young New York musician in wham
known they were coming I would
Toscanini has u.h a marked inter
have dolled up and powdered my
est It was with interest I read a
nose but they caught rrc clad only
letter from a New York friend
in a warm welcome
about one of these concerts she was
The Dun'Jfes' from Vermont—:
able to attend—this friend, 1 might
Sister Bessie, brother Ernest illeadd. German born m this country
husband) (norland
their son.
many years, has had the advantage
'and mv nephew) and Joyce
of extensive musical trainin':, both
(Courtland's lovely wife and theii |.
in voice and piano, and is notably
two little one . Pattv and Stephen j
brilliant
in musicianship. She
Then in traled that grand old
writes:
pilgrim, my brother Will I ufk n
O.t 17, Mrs. s had two ticket.
Grand time we had. I said sit cnl
I or the NBC concert and took me
they sot but the kids wouldn't either
along This was one of the concerts
sit or ot but -it instead When w.
Milton Katims directed: you can
were all set for business we wen,
imagine my interest, and I guessed
ahead at full steam.
con were listening too. I must say
We have a new slogan here it
I was very much surprised; he is a
our Waldo ovenue mansion. "You
specially gifted man and did a very
bring 'em, we cat 'em" and this call
line job. precise but flexible and
netted up a bushel of fine Ma
knows liis score He seems to be one
apples from Will and a big carton
of the few young conductors giving
of jarred tomatoes from the Ver
the impression of really leading
mont contingent—besides a half ton
ihe orchestra. So many times 1
of good wishes for a long life, which
have the feeling with such a wellI have already had and a half-dol
trained orchestra as the NBC
lar Ernest forced (Ahem!) on me
could do just as well alone It was
for a snap of an old pilgrim writing
that way a few weeks ago before
data over at Winslow s Mills for a .
under DuCloux; it sounded well,
article he sold lo the Feed Bag
but his movements, for instance in
Ben look ihat snapshot unbektiow
dicating the entrance of a specia1
to me and it is a horrible picture
instrument- were vague' or did not
of Iree the terrible However. I'l
conic at all. This was quite differ
keep the half dollar for a pocket
ent with Katims. He had them al!
piece as that is ihe only use I have
at tlie tip. ol his fingers or directed
for money.
with a sign of his head. The Mo
We talked some about hynnibook
zart was lively and graceful, and
project. It will cost a lot of money
ihe Prokoffief—I like Ihis composer
but wc hope things will break so
very much—transparent with ali
that it ran be published and put ou
he overpowering sound ol modern
the market in the quite near future
instrumentation. I hope he ha
Oh. dear. Like Grammy Varney,
more opportunity lor conducting,
I’ve talked a lot and said little and
because I think he deserves it
■space is running out I'll write . om ;
more than any of them."
more about school days lor a future
• • • •
issue.
iree Member
Did you read "Bitter Sweet"
iH. D Farnham) 'Mary McCrum) ill the Pre-, rierald on a recent morning when she
Arthur Stover of Winslows Mill told of hearing the famous Brazil
were recent visitors at the home' ian soprano Bidu Sayao, sing in
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and concert in Portland, the first of tha.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley.
• ity s Community Concert Series?
Recent callers at Melvin Genth ft was fun to read it as she brought
ner's were Mr. and Mrs Albert Sayao before our eyes in person
Genthner of South Waldoboro. Mr before she spoke of her sing.ng
and Mrs. Charles Coliamore, Mi, Quoting "Bidu Sayao is l ttle and
Lorraine Richards of Friendship pretty to look upon. She is a ioveiv
ahd Mr. and Mrs Smith of Marble, feminine looking young woma
head. Mass.
with red-gold hair done up in a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland an I shining roll on the top of her head
children were supper guests Friday This and the flowing dress ol sef
of Mr. and Mrs. Millard Creamer heavy blue silk made her look taller
at Dutch Neck
The bodice of her gown was almost
Mrs. Eldora Cross was guest a backless and this was becoming to
few days recently at the home of her. Insets of metallic labile at the
her granddaughter. Mrs. William waistline and a fanshaped back sec
Bragg. Jr . in Skowhegan
tion that ended in a soft train gave
Cyrus Richards of Friendship is interest to her exits She wore quite
visiting his grandparents. Mr. and a lot of jewelry that seemed to be
Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
topazes and diamonds.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
"And her voice, that marvelous
daughter and Mrs. Matilda Eugley musical ins'runient, that i
part
called recently on Mr and Mrs. sound, part emotion, part training
Harold Starboard at Winslow Mill, was a surprise even to us who have
Melvin Genthner, Jr., has re heard it so much on the radio and
turned home from Aroostook where phonograph. Her tones are as mo
he harvested potatoes.
bile as light. In some ol the songs
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and. she would shift without effort from
daughter were recent Damariscotta a quick clear note that used the
visitors.
whole round golden volume of the
Mr. and Mr s. Arthur Poland and voice to a thin strain that was as
children visited Sunday at the true as a bird’s note, but as delicate
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mc as the whispering wind. She .seems
Farland in New Harbor.
to play with the sounds of her own
voice the way a child plays with a
beam from a flashlight. It sound:
ST. GEORGE ROAD
Miss Esther Flinkman of Engle as effortless and eloquent as the
wood, N. J., will be the guest speak voice of a bird, a most individual
er Sunday, Oct. 30 at Jalonens, istic kind of music."
• • • •
North Waldoboro. On Sunday. Nov i It made me recall hearing Bidu
6. Miss Flinkham will be the speak Sayao at a Worcester Festival pos
er at the F.nnish Church.
sibly 10 years ago. I shall always

lection of Mcddiebempsters after
Meddybemps Maine. Ever since
then the group has had the urge to
sing in the town .but never has had
the opportunity.
This Fall a group of Bowdoin
Alumni living in Washington Coun.
ty decided that it was high time
the collegians paid tribute to the
town they have publicized far and
wide. Consequently, the Alumrn
booked the Meddybemps town Hall
and arranged for a concert on the
on the stage, the small slender fi Saturday before Thanksgiving.
The
Meddiebempsters, whose
gure moving so quickly and vividly.
I do not .remember her gown except members are picked for personality
that it was .airly daring in cut, but as well as voice, are not an official
! do remember that from he; part of Bowdoin’s Department of
shoulders lei! a cniffon cape in Music, but do appear on most Gle°
bright green wh ch floated behind Club programs They have twice
her like wing: as she enteied. She been selected to entertain U. S. ocwas loaded with jewels, earrings, a . upaiion troops in' Europe and dur.
i.e kl i e, bracc'e s, rings, but they ing the course of the college year
lastly became her as she was an average about 30 engagements.
Just why the group spells its
exotic type.
Cf course you all know tha' Miss name Merldie instead of Meddy has
Sayao
Ii is a Summer home
just.1 no
answer at ihe moment. The
above Camden on the Belfast road name Meddybemps is of Indian or-'
win ah she call, ' Ca a Hi. u
gin and was taken Irom a lake in
• • • •
I ihe town. The 1940 census showed
It pleased me to re e ve a letter j Meddybemps with a population of
irom Philip Wentworth who is so! 101 persons of which 36 were voters.
lose to us m musical inie.est. A.,j The town is located about 15 miles
yet he is no' really dee,' in his ac-' southwest of Calais.
iivities for the season, but has re-]
tinted study witii Mr . Clytic Mun-| I note with sadness the death ol
dy at, the American 'I hea re Wing, Emma Pitcher (Mrs. Elkridge S
and again coaching w.th Nathan Pitcheri of Belfast. Her husband
Price. A r.ew program is being died only this year, and somehow
worked up. ar.d may we say we hope having seen Mr. and Mrs Pitcher
that this program will be heard in together many times and observed
a Camden concert next Summer? their complete happiness and har
Inc dentally he is lo have the help mony, I feel her desire to live with
mi his German repe:toire with th out him ceased. Mrs Pitcher had a
very lr.end who wrote me about long career in musical activities, as
Milton Katim..I Philip is tenor o. did her husband. She was one of
loist, at the North Reformed Church the three first public school music
in Newark, so all in all it would supervisors in the State and taught
seen that lew idle moments arc for some 40 years in Belfast and Au.
hanging around.
burn schools. She studied music in
I wa- ; articularly interested in Boston and sang contralto with
what Philip wro c about Lotte Mc : onccrt groups through New Eng
Laughlin, you will remember tha; land and New Brunswick, and also
he has aid his New York teacher participated in Gilbert and Sullivan
did not have to undo anything Mis: operettas and local church musical
Mel aughlin had taught him
1 activities. Ever though her active
will quote from Philip’s letter: ’I' participation in musical events had
don’t know how you feel about Lot. ceased, her interest never flagged,
,e Mcl aught n's teaching, but I and she will be greatly missed for
think she's realiy tops. Seems toi she stood lor so much in music,
bad tha; more people don't realize especially in music connected with
it in Rockland and vicinity. ij the schools.
think she is far better than 91
Worcester's festival has been on
percent of the teachers here in
New York I know that I am thank this week, with Eugene Ormandy
ful ihat I rete.ved m.v first training of the Philadelphia Orchestra con
with her instead of with someone ducting the orchestra and Boris
who could so easily, and who doc:, Goldovsky, known to so many in
tiiis section through his mother.
so often, ruin a young voice."
Mme. Luboshutz, in charge of the
The Bowdoin College Meddie concerts. Mr. Goldovsky was ap
bempsters. a double quartet ol pointed last January to succeed
close harmon; ana wide reputati n Walter Howe whose death occurred
will realize an ambition of 12 year just three weeks after the close of
standing on Saturday evening. Nov the previous Festival season lr
19. when they give a concert in the memory of his predecessor Mr.
town of Meddybemps.
Goldovsky made the performance
Bark in 1937 when the group was of Verdi s Requiem the major pro
first organized, its search for an gram event His capacity for build
unusual name ended with the se ing unusual programs was evi

BFG Mud-Snow tires have a
rugged tread with extra deep
cleats that dig into slippery snow
or sticky mud — give you a tractor-like pull in either forward or
reverse. The tread keeps its grip
because it’s self-cleaning — won’t
clog or pick up gravel.

ALL YOU REALLY NEED
,s ONE EXTRA TIRE!

Personalize
With Your Name
Choose today from our tre
mendous selection of beautiful
Christmas cards. Religious, sen
timental, traditional, humorous,
historic cards in all price ranges.
Come in early and select while
our collection is full and com
plete.

The winning football eleven owes its success lo the pol
ished teamwork of its members.

The Lyric Muse

9
Poems ot original composition
by subscribers. Owing to space
limitation, brevity is requested,
to insure a greater variety of
contributions.
INDIAN SUMMER JOY

Instead of the five regular tires
you now have, you need *nly a
total of six tires—four regulars
plus two Mud-Snows.One of your
Mud-Snow tires is your spare
during the summer.

EASY RIDING, TOO. B. F.
Goodrich Mud-Snow tires run
smoothly on the open road.
SAVES YOUR OTHER TIRES!
The extra thick, husky tread is
good winter after winter.
Play it safe—get BFG Mud-Snows.
Put a pair on your car today.

1.65 DOWN
1.25 A WEEK

GRANDPA'S HUNTING TRIP

Grandpa went hunting the other
day,
Though he hadn't been for years.
We hated to see him carry a gun
And our hearts were full of fears.
He walked along the edge of the
field.
He is getting rather lame,
'
He heard a noise in the brush
So he took careful aim.
Said he, "There's some kind of bird
in there,
I can shoot as good as I use ter."
So he pulled the trigger and banged
away
And killed our old red rooster.
Doris L. Davis,
Union.

GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Dunk-*
lee, Mr. and Mrs. Courtland E.
Dunklee and children Patricia and
Stephen, returned Monday to their
homes in South Vernon, Vt., after
spending a few days at the home
of Will and Clifton Lufkin.
A convenient and inexpensive
way to remove grease from your
pots and pans is to wipe them with
old newspapers which you can buy
at The Courier-Gazette in large
bundles for 10 cents.
62"aw

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FREE CHANGEBACK

NEXT SPRING
TO YOU* REGULAR TIRES
We ll not only put your ModSnow tire* on for you this fall;
we'li give you a certificate en
titling you to a
FREE change": to yout
lar tire*
next
n”t!spring.

^rich

SIZE 6.00-16

71

And this quality of teamwork

the blending of complimentary skills—is equally important in

the preparations of your prescribed medicine.
cian draws up a blueprint plan—the

medicine.

COMPTON’S

First, the physi

prescription—for your

Then we, your pharmacists, blend our skill and

knowledge with his. and bring that plan into reality as the one
and only prescribed medicine that is just right for you.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
FRED L. GOODNOW, Prop.

The Courier-Gazette

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Printing Department

MAIN AT PARK STS., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL 446

17 Park St. Tel. 1135-W Rockland, Me.

n
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O why do we enjoy so much
This sunshine warm this silvery
haze.
These balmy breezes, cloudless skies.
October's pleasing final days?
Because we've seen the killing frost.
The morning ice, the squalls of
snow
And many a bleak and cloudy-day,
Yes, felt the chilling storm winds
blow.
Then let's be thankful for those
days
Of all unwelcome weather drea^
For they've increased our joy today,
This Indian Summer atmosphere.
Ali son M. Watts,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

2,000,000* MOTORISTS
to be stuck in mud or snow

Get this B. F. Goodrich
tire and keep rolling!

We’ve
Christmas
Cards Galore

denced by the inclusion of three
works which were seldom performed
ln this country. They were Brahms'
Naenie, Mozart’s Invocation to the
Sun from "King Thamos" and
Vaughn Williams'
cantata “In
Windsor Forest."

F.Goodrioh
FIRST IN RUBBER

